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Field Service System is a web-based system that treamline and automates 
the field service function in order to create new revenue opportunitie r taining the 
customer and making the field service organization staying ahead of the c mp titian. 
Microsoft Active Server Page.NET (ASP.NET) is cho en a the application 
language to develop the system. Microsoft SQL Server 2000 is selc ted a the data 
store with ADO.NET as data acces techn I gy. Internet Inf rrnati n rv r .0 a t 
as the web server while Internet Explorer .0 i thew b br wser that an upp rt th· 
y tern. The 3-tier architectur i u: d in dev I pin th . y, tcm 
The Field Service yst m onsi L of rnaj r m du! . : in m dulc, 
Service Call Management for the U r Manag rn nt f r st rn 
administrator, Sales Management for sale department Di pat h Mana m nt r th 
technical manager and Work Order Manag m nt f r th t hni ian. 
For the customer they can reques t ervi and ·h k th rd r t tu . Th 
y tern adrninistrat r can manage and m nit r all th • y, t r th . al . 
marketing departrn nt they an tra k and ntr l part I mp n nt and u tamer 
data more syst mati ally. Th t • hni al rnann ·r an in ma , re hni ian 
pr du tivity by assi 111in 1 appr 1 rial .ly skill· I l • ·hni ian r .ud ·J xcd ' rk rder 
report and i 11 .rare report .. B •si I ·s thnt, th t • hni ians an rcrnain in ntact with 
th iir home bus . 'I'h y an ace .ss th 11st m •r's s .rvi a r un int inf rrnati n, 
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1.1 Project Overview 
When a product breaks and needs repair, when the time comes to perform 
scheduled or preventative maintenance, a field service technician mu t be ent out to 
perform the work. Field service - defined a the proces e involved in ervicing 
products in the field after they have been old- is a specializ d ubset f fun ti n 
under the broad umbrella of CRM 
Nowadays, as the products and services mpanic: ff r arc be min m r 
and more alike in term of feature and fun ti nality idin 
provides a way for a company t diff r ntiat it. 'If fr 111 th mp tit i n and '11. u re 
satisfaction. After-sales servi e repeatedly ha een h wn t hav a. i ni i ant an 
impact on con umer loyalty a the perforrnan 
This project is about developing a web-based y t m that tr arnlin an 
automates the field service function in rder t n w r nu 
retaining the cu romer and making the field crvi e rganizati n ta rin ah ad f th 
competition. Thi y. tern is named a ield ervi in • h rt. 
The dev loprnent f. is r used 11 helping th ield rganization 
to cffe tively manage th ir ·usl m rs 'rvi t y a ilitntin th j sch duling am ng 
the Ii ·Jd s .rvi · w rk ·r, manu ~ .m •111 f ust m ·r inf 1 mati n and rep rt 
Fi ld ' . 11YI; I mmunicate with 










field service activities. A key challenge in today's business economy is the 
administration and coordination of field service management. The provision of full 
service to customers, adding value to both product ales and support, is an 
opportunity not to be missed in today's tougher economy, thu becoming more 
service focused, rather than product centric. 
One of the best ways to improve service to your cu t mer i by knowing 
them better. The ability to accurately profile your u tamer will keep y u ne step 
ahead and help you better manage customer relation, hip . Th degree t whi h our 
field service has relevant inf rmation will , tr ngly aff t y ur u: t m r exp 'ri n '. 
Information about the customer made available the p r. n min 111 ma t 
(here, the focu is field service. taff) with the cu. t m r an g a I ng a n t nl in 
clinching the deal but also creating a very g od relati nship with th 
future business. 
When all information i at hand and computing can b p rf rm d fi I 
service staff or technician have a much better hance fa mpli: hin th 
done at the cu tamer's site n the fir t call. They can check in ent r for am l 
order and reserve part . Te hnicians can c n entrate n , uting th rr J rath r 
than gathering u: t mers d tail . u: t rn •rs are happi r and mpani can cut 
c . ts by minimizin r '(urn visits, follow up h ne alls r ·dundant data entr 1 and 
ther l ri al w rk, 
r th ·a8 study purpo: · thr u thou: th· stud o th, s st .m development, 
th' Fi 'lrl S •rvi '' Syst .m is cJ ·v ·le P ·(I ba~ · I n the u .iuess p ·1ati<m o usiness 









incorporated in Malaysia on 211d October 1995 that offer full-service advanced 









1.2 Current Problem Definition 
1.2.1 Company Background 
As this Field Service System is developed based on the bu ine operation of 
BIT, let's take a look at the background of BIT. BIT is a Malaysian-owned private 
limited company incorporated in Malay ia on 211d October Jc 95. lt wa tabli: hed 
with the primary objective to offer full-service advanced informati n t hn 1 gy 
solutions. BIT business approach is t con entrate n dcliv mng advan d and t tal 
information technology solution with l00% u: tamer . atisfa ti n. IT . tri . 
accomplish their mission through a vig rous quality pr gram that 
unparalleled custom r upport. BIT nsider their first and m , t ru ial 11 is t 
fully meet the needs of every lieut. r m the r anizaii nal 
Appendix A, it is obviou that BIT a pirati n i t d liv r t ta! luti n 
client settings without compromising cu tamer upport . 
BIT takes pride in the relation hip they've built with I ading hardv ar an 
software providers. BIT top honors include Mi ro oft rtifi d 0!11tio11 r 'id r 
Cisco Certifi d } remier Partn tr Mod-Tap •rtifi d 111 ·tall r 11 R gi. t tr td 
Reseller and Intel N itwork and om1111111icatio11 Partn tr, hi. r lati n hip ha 
enabled BIT to ff er 2 uniqu 
isco N twork oluti n. JT s t .am f , ale: 
te hni ians are · rtifi •d to supp rt an , t •11si · Jin· 
and ervice 
haid' are and s l\ are. 
Be id s that BIT <llso f u · ·d n Ihr • · ar ·a.· of s ,1 vi .s, whi .h are lnternet Related 










1.2.2 Overview of the Current Field Service System 
At present day, BIT uses a relatively simple computerized system to facilitate 
some of the tasks related to field service operation. The y tern i mainly use to keep 
track on the customer service request information. 
The following section depicts all the general proc ssc and task inv Iv d in 
BIT's field service operation and the role of this current y tern in facilitating the e 
tasks. 
Customer call management 
As BIT does not have a ingle p int f nta t/ h Ip d . k any f the IT'. 
engineers or technician will manage and handle . ervice all fr 
office hour. Details or information of the ervice all will r rd d int th 
current system during the call. This will allow the t hni al rnana r t hni ian r 
engineer to track customer service request. Be ide that cu t 11 
back to check for service statu or the technician will ha t updat th 
regarding thi matt r from time to time thr ugh phon . It i r all in ff ti fr m 
the co t point of view. 
Work Order 
Normally th, r t • hni .ian that r 'C iv ed th · .all will Ir I s Ive the 
iust m r's .1 rel J 'Ill OV'r th· ph: 11 •. If th 1 rol I ·m a1111 t rk rder i · 
.r at ~cl and 1111 uppointrn •11t i. s h .dul ·d Wh in bni al mana 1 •t the 









office, by taking into account the customer's entitlement, priority of the problem, 
technicians' expertise and their workload. Technician manager will then inform the 
selected technician regarding the new task manually. There i no proper work 
scheduling management that assists the technical manager in managing the work 
orders. It is hard for the technical manager to track the location and the availability 
of the suitable technician. As a result, he always has diffi ultie in electing the mo t 
suitable technicians for a particular task. 
Customer Contract 
Currently, customer ' service c ntra t rnana m nt whi h in lud , th 
customers' contact information i kept a paper d um nt . h 'r 1. n 
computerized system to manage all the d tail ab ut the ntra I •. A, a r sult 
technical manager or technician wil1 have to earch thr ugh a hu pit f ap rs 
documents in order to get the cu tamer's information wh n cu t f r 
service request. Thi is particularly inconvenient I m ii t hni ian \ h 
working at customer's site. B .id that, the technical mana r rru ht mi . ut th 
preventative management hedulc f r a crtain ntra I a all th inf rmati n a ut 
customers' s rvi ea r emenu are all paper- a. .d d .urn int 
Parts and Inventory Munag em 'llt 
Jn order l fulfill uHIC 111 ·r r .qu ·st, I l' hus •pt pa ts r · mp n nts for 










currently. Records of the parts are not categorized and only a few details can be kept 
for each of the record. This program are not integrated with the current system 
Order I Repair Fulfillment 
When the technician get a new assignment or schedul , he will gath r th 
customer information and problems details from the w b ba ed ystem b f r he 
drives to the customer site. He will al o have t refer t the invent ry Ii t that kept in 
Microsoft Excel to get the parts availability bccau e invent ry mana cm nt i n t 
part of the current Field Service y tern. J\ a re. ult, the Iicl rvi et echni ian ill 
have to call the sales department to check f r the availa ility f a rtain part. r 
components when they are at cu tamer site. It is in n nicnt I the m ii 
technicians. 
Close Work Order 
After performing work on ite th techni ian will ith r I 
signifying that all work is complete or chedule an ther app intment to fini h an 
remaining work. Jn 1 • ing the w rk, the t chni ian will r rt th t hni al 
manager by submitting paper r p rt w ekly. The r p rt in Jud r Jution that ha 
been taken parts that is used I r the r pla rn nt, tim tak n 1 I he problem 
and I aim for all wan s. he inforrnuti n a1 tur ', ma not e a curate a 
re hni .ian only r 'I c rt. th .. 
d 'lay of fill in i11 r •p ns. 










1.3 Project Motivation 
The driving force behind the decision to come out with the Field Service 
System is the limitations and weaknesses of the current y tern that are u ed by BIT 
in the field service operation. Many of the tasks are not automated and are till done 
manually. As a result, thi may delay service delivery time d crease ustorner 
satisfaction and reduce organization profitability n a long run. 
Listed below are the major weaknesses f the current y. tern that pur. u th 
need of developing the Field Service System: 
a) There is no central database that tor all f the ital inf rrnati n that is 
related to the field service opcrat i n. 
o Vast collection f valuable data including rder ntr m r 
information, servi e c ntract, inventory and part mana m nt 
scheduling are scattered across the company and could not har d and 
reuse from different location . All the e data an b m in d an 
tran form into con i e inf rrnati n lhat an 
breakthrough improvements. 
u d g n rat 
o For example, every pi f th' data and inf rrnari n a ut th 
are keep as paper d ument in th phy i al f Id r. Th' empl e ill 
hav t scar h thr u h u huge pile f pap ·r ti urn nt, in rdcr to 7CI the 
ustom ·r iufornunion wh .n ustom us .all for a s •r ic · r que ·t. It lake· 
s me rim , f r th· h .Ip d .sk unit lo ae · ·t-;s t ·~1~1 111 ·r·~ s rvice c ntract 








managing the contract management manually will become harder as 
number of customers increase from time to time. 
o Besides that, parts lists are keep in a separate program from the cu tamer 
information. This makes information checking and retrieving difficult to 
carry out. 
b) The current system is not accessible through the Internet 
o Customer service requi ition can only be done during ffi e h ur . 
Customer will have to call BIT 
technician wilJ have to update th 
through phone from time to time. 
o Beside that, the mobile field te hni ian will ha 
he k fr crvi c siatu: or th 
bu k t Ill' 
office/ call the office in order to get the relevant inf rmati n rd tail f 
each work orders that i assigned to them. Mu h tim nt n 
searching document rather than manipulating th inf rrnati n 
within the document. Jt i im o ibl f r the t hni ian t pr id th 
level f , ervic that the cu I mer e rpc t if inf rmation a out th 
cust rn er i, s ·at t ·r ed thr ugh ut th' r anizati n r i ju t plain 
unavailabl . 
) 'I h ere is no prop ·r work sch cl11Ji11g muuug un ·nf tht1t a,. ist th technical 









o There is no information that can be referred by the technical manager 
regarding the movement and availability of the technicians. As a result, 
the technical manager always has difficultie in dispatching/ end the 
most suitable technician for a particular ervice order. 
o The technical manager might miss the preventative maintenance date a 
all the service contracts are paper-based. 
d) It is difficult for the technical manager to monit r the perf rmance or tra k 
the location of the technician, as there i no related report gcnerat id fr rn 
the current system. 
The existing Field Service Manag ment d t b· nhan d 
overcome the problems. The numerous weakne e f th urr nt . . t m us 










1.4 Project Objective 
The main goal of the proposed Field Service Sy tern is to eliminate if not all, 
most of the problems of the current Field Service System. The development and 
implementation of this project is to achieve the below objectives: 
a) To develop a web based Field Service System. 
o An Internet connection is all the users need to access to the ield er i e 
System from virtually anywhere - a h me c rnputcr us t mer l cati n 
and etc. 
o It enables cust mer t c mrnunicat with theirs rvi pr id 'r. 2 h un 
a day, 7 days a week (24 x 7). 
o With Internet access, a field rechni ian an · in t u h ,, ith th' 
dispatcher/technical manager a much as n cd d. 
access to jobs schedule, client informati 
for jobs on-line through a we brow er. 
technician can e conne ted t the nt rpri r • ur - wh 
hni ian 
f la r and art 
wherever they are. 
b) 1 o reate a entralized data munug 'Ill 'Ills st uu Ir ma ariet urce. 
o 'J d ·v ·lop ·d a Field S st .rn that is uhl enlralizcd 
th' vulunb! clatu of us1n111 ·r's p1ofil ·, ancl pr du t 's inf rmati n 










Thus, any information needed can be accessed with ease and the integrity 
of information always being preserved. 
o Time needed to retrieve information will be reduced sharply. Be ides 
that, every contact point in the company will hare the ame information 
about customers, parts and inventory, and trategies/tactic for problem 
resolutions. 
o It is important for the technician t have the entir u tamers 
information readily available in one c ntral I cati n and a e 
data from a remote location, in order t a sc • and 
issue(s). 
c) To reduce manual paperwork 
o Management of cu tamer's contract will be impr d. T hni ian \ ill 
be able to report closed work order in electroni format v ith ut ha 111 
to travel to the office t pick up and dr p ff pap f\ rk pr vi in 
accurate and timely information. 
d) To optimize s .heduling and di ·pat· .h manu 11111 •nt 
o v rail te hni ian utilizati n <in b irnpr d lhr u h 'tter. cheduling 
manaa m 'nt. _, ffi i 'Ill mana PJ1Pnt f th, i .ld ' rkf r require that 
d · isions bus .d 011 multip) · vu ial J ·s: 1 • .hni .ian skill: an a aila ilit , 
n rind m r ·. And th e must 










o Thus, with the FSS technical manager will be able to schedule work 
orders based on technician availability and skill et after reviewing the 
dispatch board which displays the technician' current chedule and 
availability. 
o Besides that, technical manager al o have instant acce 
contract's details, the technical manager will know in tantly if equipment 
is covered by a service contract and cc what pri rity the ervi e all i 
given based on the contract or how important the u t m r i . Jn h rt 
the right technician get assigned to the right j b with the right parts, 
preventing wasted time and trav I. 
e) To improve technician's productivity 
o Technicians are able to acce to their own w rk rd r n Jin , II ' in 
them to see assigned jobs, thu eliminating trip to th ffi t pi k up 
work order. 
o An internet connection i all the techni ian need t a ntial 
customer informati n, ervi e hi t ry part ailabilit and pr duct 
repair inf rmati n they n · d whil in th· icld thu ena le t hni ian to 
perform th ir field w mpl nin their ork in a 
in· le visit and result in atisfu ti n. 
all th· n · • ·ssilry in throu h the Internet, 
t Jrni ·i1111 is I •ss r 1lia11t n th· pany staf, fi Id en ineer can 









f) To increase customer satisfaction 
o Customers can open a new service order, review the progre of service 
call already placed, access to their contract information by just imply 
logging on to the Internet. 
o Technicians wi11 be able to improve re ponsivcnes s with up-to-date 
information, which is exactly what u tamer want. 











1.5 Project Scope 
The Field Service System will be targeted to any field ervice organization 
and specifically to BIT. This system will be useful especially for company that needs 
some kind of transition from a manual system to a computerized y tern that manage 
to automate, if not all, most of the operations involved in field ervicc functi n . 
1.5.1 Functional Scope 
This project involves six main module , namely I in rn 
management module, user managem nt modul ale. mana cm nt rn dul di. pat h 
management module, and work order manag merit m du! . B I L th' r I f a ch 
target user' and its functional cope: 
1.5.1.1 User 
User of this proposed Field Service Sy tern m 
administrators, Sale and Mark ting, techni al mana r and tc hni ian . Th 
Service System will provide u er with the ac c t th t m thr u h th in 
module. 
a) System access where u er an I gin 
us 'rl and passw rd. 
b) hangc password wh 'J'' 118 .rs ar • all ·d t ch· n re pa w rd 
the t m u mg a alid 
a' rdin ' t th ir 11 • xls. 











BIT support two types of customer or services to their customers that is 
maintenance contract and warranty service. Under maintenance contract, BIT will 
have corrective maintenance and preventive maintenance with the customer ervice. 
For preventive maintenance, service will be provided every six rn nths to all 
equipments listed in the contract while service will be provided upon cu tamer 
request for corrective maintenance. On the other hand, service nly provid d on the 
parts or equipments that have warranty for the warranty ervice cu t mer. 
The Field Service ystern will pr vide some fun ti nalitie whi h Hr 
accessible by a customer through the Service all Mana zement module. 
a) Service request where cu t mer an pla c a er i 
anytime. 
b) Order status where customer are abl t h k n tin th' statu f 
rd r n Ii n ' at 
their service order. They will be able t view th r p rt d pr bl m 
which they made previou ly. 
c) Contract and product detail that pr id th 
their pers nal detail , , ervi agr em nt and Ji t f r du t ' hi h 
they b ught fr m th mpuny. 
l .5.1.3 ystcm Administrator 
Th resp m ibility of syst sm ndmini: tral r is to mana ·, all the "' ' u ier 
pr fil . This in lud •s al.I (he ·1111 l y · •s 011d ·uswrn ·1. wh huv i the auth rii·ation o 










The proposed system will provide some functionalities which are accessible 
by system administrator through the User Management module. 
a) Employee profile that help the system administrator to manage the 
employee profile. 
b) Customer profile that enables a system administrator to vi w the 
customer details. 
1.5.1.4 Sales and Marketing 
The responsibility of a ales and Marketing I er nn 1 i, mana all th 
stuff regarding clients of the c 1111 any. h y hav rn nit r th rr lati n am 11) 
the customer's data, such a customer profile pr du t inf rrnati n a, 
agreement. 
The proposed system will provide ome functionalitie whi h ar a ibl 
by a Sales and Marketing personnel through the Sales Management modul 
c) Customer profile that help the pcrs nnel fr m al < nd ark tin 
to manage the cust mer pr file. 
d) Customer's produ t wher the per, nn 'I fr m ale: and ark tin 
has ace ss t all the inf rmation f mpany pr duct . 
e) ontract manngem ·nt 1ha1 h 'lps lh · J er. ale and 
Mark .tinu t mn11t11 • th· d ·toils 
'ustom 'ran~ · rnpm1y. 
f) Ports 111an11g 1111 .nt that allc ws th• p ·rsunn ·l r m , ·11 s and 
a r · •ment etween a 










1.5.1.5 Technical Manager 
The responsibility of the technical manager is just like any other manager for 
example to plan, to schedule, to supervise and to monitor his/her employees. The 
specific responsibilities of a technical manager are to schedule and dispatch the right 
technicians to the right jobs with the right parts and in th right place. esidcs that 
the technical manager is also responsible to manage service ;Kti' itics at the customer 
site. 
The Field Service System will provide some fun ti naliti whi h are 
accessible by the technical manager thr ugh th DI PAT H MANA M N 
MODULE: 
a) Work order listing where technical manager an iew at j Ii tin 
to monitor open and completed work ord r . 
b) Schedule that offers a vi ual and graphi al r pr . ntati n 
technician's workload and schedules that put the hni al maria r in 
complete command of th cheduling and di. pat h pr 
c) Preventive maintenance mana em ent that h lp th mang r t 
manage the detail: f ervi e agreement and 
maintenan e all cnsurinn that ntra t bligati n i d 
d) ustomer quullfi ·a lion wh ·r · le hni ial mana l 'f ha. in, tant acce 
h du! pr nti 
to all of th· riti ul ust 111 ·r's informati d ·tails u'it mer 
warranty ands •1 vice a r · ·111 ·111 ( v •ra 1 •• 











Technician is the field service representatives that are dispatch to respond to 
customer calls or routine maintenance. At the customer's site, technician will 
perform the necessary work such as installing equipment or diagno ing and repairing 
problems. 
The Field Service System will provide some functionalitie which are 
accessible by the technician through the WORK ORDER MANAG M ~NT 
MODULE: 
a) Work order schedule that pr vide the t hni inn a 
orders on line, allowing them to ce a signed job . 
b) Work order details that provide detailed 
• t th 1 r v n v rk 
rn r and rk rd ir 
information to enable field technician to effectiv ly pr par f r all 
c) Parts avaiJability that provides the techni ian with part tatu and part 
availability information. 
d) Service report that allows a field techni ian l nt r er inf rrnati n r 
the web such a status chang , w rk p rf rmed parl u d and rvi 
notes. This UJ dat s th· .ntral scrv 'r imm .diately pr iding manag ment a 
c rnpreh nsive vi w of servi =t» Op' ations 
) Solution ref eren ·' wh ·r ·all w rk don· is s ·nr hut I· al ll i with kn wledge 










1.5.2 Non-functional Scope 
The system will need to have a certain level of security features, such as u er 
access control for different level of users. Last but not least the ystem hall provide 
a set of easy-to-use graphical user interfaces for users to navigate along th sy. tern. 
1.6 Project Limitation 
The limitations of this project are shown as b I w: 
a) This project will not upport bar coding for the 
we do not have bar code reader • upp rt. 
b) User will not have the availability t ust mize the lay ut f th 
c) This project only supports ingle c mrnuni ation languag hi h i ngli h 
d) This Field Service System does not upport billing of parts and qui m nt 
replacement for cu t:omers. All the crvi e 
contract. 
t ar in Jud d in th 
1.7 Expected Project Outcome 
a) When implement d the Fi ·I I .rvi e yst .m . h uld c a le t achie e all 
th· proj · ·t obj tiv ·s within th· s · I ·listed ins· ti 11 l , . iM el ware 
som ·of th major •x 
o A f ild s rvi sys: sm whi 'h i. abl · 10 aut mate rn st f th tasks I 










o An Internet-based field service system which is accessible by the valid 
user at anytime and anywhere. 
o A field service system which is able to reduce cost of operation and 
improve the effectiveness of customer service. 
b) Upon completion of the courseWXES3J81, project' objectives, limitation 
and scope should be defined properly. A con iderable amount f re ear hand 
review should be done on the similar ysterns that provide the 
as this project. 
c) Methods, technique and tool that will be u d in t hi pr J t • h ul I b 
determined after con idering the available tc hn I gi in th market. hi 
phase of development will also cover ystem analy i 
functional and non-functional requirements of the 
und r tandin th 
m. d i n 
should be discussed and drawn ut. Th includ th mar hit 
development module c ntext diagram, data flow dia ram databas d ign 










1.8 Project Planning 
This project is a 2 semesters project, it will be eparated into 2 phase. The 
first phase of the project, which is under the subject code WXES3181, focu on the 
analysis and conceptual design of the project. On the following semester, the econd 
phase of the project will focus on the development of the Field S rvicc y tern. 









3 System Analysis 
4 System Design 
5 Prototyping 
6 Development and Coding 
7 Unit Testing 
8 System Testing 
9 Acceptance Testing 
10 Implementation end Malnter ·~-·- 
11 Documentation 





















2.1 Definition of Literature Review 
'Literature' as define in the Encarta dictionary means writing on pecific 
subject: the body of published work concerned with a particular ubject. Where as, in 
the same dictionary, 'Review' is considered as a reexamination of something: another 
look at or consideration of something or in transitive form - t look at som thing 
critically, an act to examine something to make sure that it is adequate, ac urate or 
correct. 
Literature Review summarizes, int rprct: and evaluate xistin 'lit rature' 
(or published material) in order to critically c. ta Ji. h urr nt kn wl d ' fa. ubj t. 
The purpose for doing so relate to ongoing re ar h t dcvcl p that kn 
literature review may resolve a contr versy e tablish th ne d f r th tradiri n-11 
research and/or define a topic of inquiry. 
2.2 Purpose of Literature Review 
The purpo e of doing literatur revi w mainly i und r rand th 
performance of the current y rem and to analyz n a aila le t I in d 
this ield ervi e ystern. Jn th pr f revi wing and r ·amining it help 
student to further und '!'Siami the subje Is and abl i to stud re r anizc and. 1nth i 










2.3 Information Finding Techniques 
In order to firm up the system's requirement specification, works and efforts 
on finding and gathering information had been done. Few techniques had been used 
as describe below together with the summarized outcome for each technique. 
2.3.1 Internet surfing 
There is a vast range of valuable and up t date informati n available n th' 
Internet. By accessing Internet, information can b obtained thr u h j urnals, 
articles, e-news and others. Browsing and searching through Intern t ear h en in 
can obtain a listing of related ites n the ystcrn. 
for this method to be effe tive, we h c to us . vcral r n wn d ear h 
engines to look for research material ar und the Intern t narn l 
Yahoo! and several other search engines. Selection had been don and filt r d 
through the results to find the most reliable and uitabl mat rial t fit int ur 
project. In other words, only verifi d informati n fr m tru t d ur ar t 
consider in the literature review. 
2.3.2 Interview 
In order I aptu r and Ii .irinu more Ir' is, user requi: rn 111. n the new 
syst m int irvi ew's qu 'Slions had h 11 r r ·1 ar d and an in rrnal int r iew with 
Bl'J''s to ·hni 'al 111a11a er ha be n · ncu ·tcd. It i. an in· p nsiv way l a1her data 










on users' specifications. During the discussion, changing of opinion had indeed 
improved the understanding on developing a system that is more realism and 
compatible to real world working system. 
Through the interview, the performance of the existing Field Service System 
and overall satisfaction with the system had been correlated. In general the rating of 
the current system shows that it is not sufficient enough with the gr wth of 
demand. A more systematic approach is suggested and to be taken in rder t 
generate higher satisfaction among staff . The Interview' and th' 
information gathered are enclosed in Appendix B for Iurth r reading. 
2.3.3 Reading Materials 
Apart from the Internet, re carch als had b n d n n arnpl th i and 
reference books that have similarities with the prop d f th 
information especially guideline in writing the report wa 
year thesis which can be f und from the ibrary f a ulty mput r an 
Information Technology. Proper documcntati n t hnique arnl durina 
the re earch. In addition, printed journal and ref er n k, r garding t th 
system deveJ pment ha been the main source f braining inf rmati n related to the 
ubject being sludi d. It is has m r> .r .dibility than th e in rrnati n tained from 











Discussion sessions have been conducted with team member, upervi or as 
well as the BJT's technical manager. These discussion and brainstorming session has 
helped in identifying all possible features for the Field Service Sy tem. Discu sion 











2.4 Analysis on Field Service 
2.4.1 Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) strategies have been around 
since the first bazaar. It is defined as the estabJishment, development maintenance 
and optimization of long-term mutually valuable relation hips between consumer 
and organizations. Successful CRM focuses on understanding the needs and de ires 
of the consumer and is achieved by placing these needs at th heart of the bu inc 
by integrating them with the organization's trategy people t hn I gy and busine: 
processes. 
Primarily, cu torner relati nship managcrn nt i a I u: in' . trat • , ut it is a 
business strategy enabled by advances in t hn I gy. Widespread im l f 
customer information, Enterpri. e Resource Planning ("'RP) y t m ale f r 
automation, and integrated point-of-sale sy terns have made cu tom r inf rm ti n 
readily available in large volume . Reduced co t and high r I 
for database management platform enable entcrpri s t gain a 
information and gain new insights into their 
variety of analy is meth ds. Advan e in 
f p rf rrnan 
u ha 
and 
supporting infrastructure all w nterpri. e t tak advantage f thi information in 
increasingly st-cffe tivc and inn varivc ways. P .rhaps m st , igni icant the 
Int rn ·t 1 rovid ·s a ompl ·1 ·Jy n •w way f r nn ·111 ·q Ji. • t intera t with it 
USI hunn •I, or th· ·- .hann •I. 
Th thr • • main ·I ·111 nls o CRM ill • • 111 ·s au! mati n, cust m 'r 









Sales force automation 
The Elements of CRM 
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Figure 2.1: The elements of RM 
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o Marketing Automation 
Marketing Automation is an automated process in which customers are 
targeted, leads are generated and marketing campaigns are managed. 
Marketing Automation can be broken down into four primary function . 
Initially, customer data must be analyzed and graded to identify top 
prospects. Next, marketing and lead generation ampaigns mu t be 
developed. As campaigns are executed, lead must quickly be r uted 
appropriate sales channels. Finally, return on inve trnent (R 1) mu t be 
tracked against sales to ascertain sue c. s r failure f th arnpai ns and 
refine future marketing approache . 
In this assertion, we will look parti ularly in ustorn r : rvi and upp rt 
CRM with the focus on field service. 
2.4.1.1 CRM - From A Service Perspective 
To optimize cust mer relati nship intellig nt aut mat d fi Id ervi 
applications that I v 'rage the full informari 11 r · ur · the ent rpri ar 
essential. Field service is no m P a distin t fun tional ar a f the mpan than 
sales marketing, ustorn ·r , .rvi 
d pend nt and all ur · Io 'UH 011 11 ·thin •; 
S nvi ' qnulity ·:111 b · boost ·d to unprc d nl 1 I ·v .ls .ven while the costs 
iloprn nt. All are mutually 










up-selling are optimized. The post-sales relationship is an absolutely essential 
element to customer retention. 
Today's service organizations face multiple and contradictory pressures. 
They must be able to handle ever-increasing workload while reducing and 
improving customer satisfaction at the same time. At a time when the pr duct and 
services companies offer are becoming more and more alike in term of feature and 
functionality, providing better service provide a way for a company to differentiate 
itself from the competition and en ure cu tamer sati facti n. 
2.4.2 Field Service 
'Field' as define in the nline dicti nary means an ar n r r' i n v h re 
busines activitie are condu ted while 's trvic ~' mean. in. tallari n ma int nan r 
repairs provided or guaranteed by a dealer or manufactur r. mbinati n f thes 
two words can be defined as the processe involved in ervi ing produ t in th fi Id 
after they have been sold. 
Field service i a pecialized ub et of function und t the br ad um r lla f 
CRM. Jt shares several f the key mandate f br ad r RM: the n ed t d Ji r 
increasingly better, ervi eat th, J west p ssible · , t th n d t l a 
a differentiator in an intensely m1 titive mark tpla e an the need t a . mble 
cust mer data int a , in rl vi w in rd r t fully under. land the ust mer and e 










2.4.3 Field Service Process 
The service process can be divided into several components. As hown in 
Appendix C, it is generally starts with the company's objectives and strategies. The 
service process will then incorporate with internal and external environment of the 
organization to ensure the appropriateness of the strategy and objective. This figure 
also provides a checklist of activities that need to be performed as a whole to en ure 
the smoothness of the service operation. This particular guideline may be u c by any 
organization to aspect that should be focus on in order to obtain additional pr fit. 
Normally not all of these a pects will be take int con. idcrati n c. p ciall f r a 
small and medium size company. 
Tim Report/ 
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Orh•e to Site 
Oi patcti 
J~ igure 2.2: Fi tld irvi ie Pro s 
Th fi •Jd scrvi • op rali n 1 •n rally mpris 'S o s v ral pr c <it! as 
sh wn in th' urc 2.2. I ... ist ·d I ·I w ur · all th· p10 • ss ·s in Jv d in th fi Id 









I. Customer Call 
A customer call initiates the field service process. Customer information and 
problem description are logged and customer entitlement is verified. If the problem 
cannot be resolved over the phone, a work order is created and an appointment is 
scheduled. The work order opened in this step is tracked and managed until closure. 
Common issues include the time to answer a call; the ability to acces customer 
service history; the accuracy of entitlement checks; the ability of the all taker t 
resolve and investigate problems; and the ability of the call taker t c nta t 
technicians direct] y. 
II. Dispatch 
The dispatch step assign pending work order. t t hni ians takiru int 
account the customer's entitlement, priority of the pr bl m and t hni ian 'P rti 
and route coverage. Dispatchers may also order and/or hip ne ded part dir tl 1 t 
the customer site for installation by a technician. 
Common i sues include the ability 10 as ign r our and h dul 
appointment optimally; technician time inv lved in trav ling t and fr m di at h 
site; dispatcher's ability to tra k wh r •a uls f t hni ian · and th a ilit to r - 
adjust assignment in real-time t a c mmodate s h dule han , . 
IU. Drlve lo Ite 










Common issues include technician's ability to locate customer site; 
communication and coordination between technician dispatcher and cu tamer· 
ability to notify of delays, arrival times and etc. 
IV. Fulfill Order/Repair 
The technician performs the necessary work at the u t mer site, in talling 
equipment or diagnosing and repairing problem . To perform the work the 
technician may need to consult product manual r a ervice c nter. If replacement 
parts are required, they may be waiting at the ite having been di pat h d. eparutcl 
or the technician obtains from hi vehicle to k r rd r them. 
Common issues include the technician ability t 
history; capturing labor and part used during the r pair/in tallati 
product specifications; availability of replacement part · and th abilit 
and update parts inventory in real-time. 
r pair 
rd r part 
V. Inventory management 
This step co rdinat s the fl w f g d and ad part 
stocking centers, te hni ian vchi lcs and r pair d 'P t . 11 deal with part 
numbering, cycle counting bar ding, warranty r turn and art kits. 
ornrnon issue. in Jude the ability t prop rly tra k and I ate in enter · 
investmen] in and · ntrol of a. sets: rnaint .nunc f pr .r st kin 1 I vel: ·a ility 10 
int era ·t in r .al-tim j with r .quc, L rnm th· fi •Id; and ubitity t 
cl imnnd. 










VI. Close work order 
After performing work on site, the technician will either close the work order, 
signifying that all work is complete, or schedule another appointment to finish any 
remaining work. In closing the work order, the technician captures data that feeds 
into customer history records, billing, performance mea urcment, product de ign and 
sales forecasting. 
Common issues include the time to filJ out paperwork; time to re-key the data· 
obtaining customer sign-off and approval of work complete· and integrati n tw en 
systems. 
Vil. Time Report/Billing 
In the final step of the proces , the technician' time and mat rial inf rrnati n 
is submitted to the accounting department. An inv ice i ent th 
consistent with the customer's entitlement and pricing sch me . 
Common issues include the time Jag between th t hni ian p p r u 1111 1 n 
and re-keying of data; the length f the billing and collecti n c I · th a ilit t 
access and integrate diverse data ( ustorncr entitJem nt Jab r u d part. u d p rt 
returned and et .) t pr duce an a urat inv i c. 
Heading int a new cntury, th field rvi e bu. ine s i thrivin . Iner a ingJy 
mple · 1 r du 'IS and .qui] rn ·nt, ristn 1 P'' f rmun · · 
r alization of the vulu · of '11Stl m ·r satisfo t.i 11 ·quut 
n, and a wing 
a bur nln d man r 









products amenable to user-based repair, companies and consumers have little desire 
or time to maintain and repair complex equipment, preferring to out ource these 
functions instead. 
As confront this swelling demand, field service organizations mu t also deal 
mounting internal pressures. Like every other business, field , ervice must find way 
to decrease operating costs, increase customer satisfaction and enhance revenues. 
However, many field service organizations are hampered in their ability t meet 
these goals by a lack of automation, connectivity and integrati n in their pr 
and systems. Often viewed in the pa t as a J w-vi ibility back-offi c fun ti 11 these 
organizations have not received the level of invcstrn nt n 
changing and heightened ervice demands. Outdat d pro c 
capabilities, spotty access to cu tamer data, r Iianc on pap r f rrns an part 
shortages plague many field ervice organizations and I ad t t hni ian 
ith 
productivity, customer dissatisfaction and Jost pportunitie to aptur f 11 ' - n 
business and revenues. 
Field service organizations can d everal thing t impro 
perception of service quality. hief among th e ar im r ving th 
u tom r 
of 
the field servi e unit ·n uring that servi -. 
predictability and in r asin the dds that w rk will b 
ith a high degr of 
rnplet d in a ingle i it. In 
order to achieve this fi eld rv: automation ha. pla . an imp rtant r le in ena ling 
field s rvi 'or anizuti ns 10 •11 ·r mann P aJJ lh ·way. th ·y deal with u t m r . 
N waduys, th r ur · quit' ii numb of pr du ls r • y. tern desi ned 










and objectives. For the following section, we will review some of the existing field 











2.5 Analysis of the Existing Field Service System 
Analysis and evaluation has been done on the exi ting Field Service 
Management System in the market. Most of the systems are sold as software 
products developed by software development organization all around the world. 
Brochures or white paper about the Field Service Management sy tern softwar can 
be downloaded from the developer's web ire. Some of them even offered free trial 
version or demo in order to promote their product. However, mo t of the free trial 
version/demo can only be requested through call reque t or by pr viding ornpany 
information. By analyzing similar system it ha made a big help in giving idea n 
the features and functionalities that should be in luded in the y, tern. I w are th 
literature reviews on 3 of the software that we were ab! to d wnl ad a 0 da , fr' 
trial version from the Internet. 
2.5.1 Case Study 1: Electronic Service Control (ESC) 
Demo downloaded from: http://www.coa talcomput r 
Last accessed: 04/07/2003 
Electronic ervice ontrol i a crvi e manag m nt ftwar de ign d ith 
the latest fourth-generati n dcv 31 pment 1 l t maximize peed and tabilit . It 
will run on any f th foll win Windows-bas d plat f rms: Wind w, T .0 
P6a 2000, Mill ennium and XP. 
Usin 1 _.. y u an r ·ui · j b m1111 ·rs and tra k w rk-in-pro r ·s , keep 
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Figure 2.3: Main Page of Electronic Service Control (E CJ 
Features of ESC: 
o Customer information management 
Electronic Service ontrol allow u er tra k va 
information such as, company name, add re, s ph n nurn r multipl lo ations 
credit information, tax codes, labor rate and trip charge . 
o Equipment mnnngern •nf 
Track all imp nun: .quipm ·nt in orrnut: n in ludin • make manu acturer, 
s rial numbers installalion and warrunty dal • •. L. s equipm ·nt rn dule all ws user 










to fully track all service and maintenance calls for that piece of equipment including 
make, manufacturer, serial numbers, installation and warranty dates. 
o Inventory management 
ESC's Inventory module aJJows users to track serial number and warranty 
information as well as make, model, manufacturer, last purcha e pri e, buy/ ell ratio, 
and price book information. Inventory items can have Service Hi. tory ode 
attached to them that automatically post to the cu tamer service hi t ry rec rd when 
sold. 
o Dispatching management 
Users can quickly access all pertinent inforrnati quiprn nt 
service and billing history using the qualification creen. The di pat h ntr 
allows users to quickly set up service call based on priority kill Jev I dat and 
times. The ability to store unlimited note allow di patch r t nt r p ifi 
information for each circumstance. The electronic di patch board allow u t 
manage your service calls quickly and easily u ing a graphi al int rfa e with dra 
and drop features. asily resch dul all by . imply dra ing and dr pping them 
onto the next avail a bl technician or day. 
Strengths: 
o tyliflh and us ·r fri .ndly int fu ', ·ust rniz ·cl t Iba aud navi at r make 










o ESC has the ability to schedule service agreements in a variety of different 
time periods such as, annual, quarterly, monthly, weekly, and daily. 
o Customized toolbars and navigators that allows user to move seamlessly from 
one area of the software to another, without having to re-key information. 
o Provides customizable functions which allow user to add in additional field 
for information storing. 
o Provides a comprehensive user manual/ help manual that a si t u. r in u: ing 
the system. 
o Users have the ability to send all rvice all. t tc hni ian via alpha 
numeric paging or standard email. Thi. f aturc in Jude mpatibilit v ith 
desktop computers, PDA' , handheld c mputer web enabled ph n ., and 
standard alpha-numeric pagers. 
Weakness: 












2.5.2 Case Study 2: Eclipse Service Management Software 
Demo downloaded from: http://www.eclipseservice.com 
Last accessed: 10/07 /2003 
Eclipse is a fully integrated and powerful service management oftware 
system developed by Tech Solutions Inc. Eclipse provides the required functionality 
of job logging & management, dispatching, historical review billing, technician 
notification, labor & parts management, etc. Eclip e runs either as a ingl u er, 
client/server or client/server & integrated Web Server y tern. The d m that w 
have tried out is the single user version. 
Flo Edit Help 
ce M..mag1•1n<•nt Sufi ware -. ?I! 










Features of Eclipse Service Management Software: 
o Client management 
Users can store a large amount of information on clients, along with site 
details, service history and accounting history. Customers can be setup to be 
automatically notified when a job is entered, via e-mail. You can offer them their 
own web portal access to the service jobs that you do for them. They can sec the 
status of jobs, and they can even log jobs via the web themselves. 
o Equipment management 
Service history of equipment i kept by erial numb r r a et I in the data a 
Reference the serial number or use the simpl choo er t find the item, and th n 
owner, and site where it was last known to be l cated will autom ti ally e r tri d 
for the call. 
o Service agreement module 
Support service agreements based on warranty program 
programs (including or excluding parts and/ r Jab r charge ) 
of time for customers. As servi , agr cmerus 11 ar pirati n u 
xt nd d warrant 
~ lip to 











o Part and inventory management 
Parts have complete movement history, along with simple integration with 
the accounting system. Technicians have an easy way to add parts to a job. With 
powerful part finders' built-in throughout Eclipse, they can quickly find the correct 
part they are looking for. They can also order parts during the service call entry. 
o Job management 
Eclipse presents its list of jobs in an ea y to read formal. The perat r i a le t 
see selective service personnel, or ALL ervice per, onnel elc tive licnts r A 
clients, and selective status (ie. Open j bs Job on H Id, mp! t d et .). an 
be sorted with a single click of the mou c, in a variety 
in complete detail by double clicking n a job in a Ji t. 
an d 
o Technician 
Eclipse empowers technician to manage th ir h dule b tt r and nt rin r 
done on job is a breeze. Job detail screen will also how the work hi tor t dat , 
including both labor and parts used, al ng with any n t s that have n ptur db 
the technicians on the job. Tiu u h lips ', rnbra .rn ·11t f m ii m uting and 
Internet access, a field t hnician an be in t u h with the di patcher a much a 
needed 
o E-Muil L>ased Job nutlfl ·ation 
lipse i, abl · to n rify I th Cl1Ntw11 r. und ~ .rvi • · p .rsonn •I as j bs arc 









o Add on Options 
Eclipse Net - add the Eclipse Net option to extend access reach for your 
Eclipse system to Web users, specifically for technicians and customers 
Eclipse PDA - Eclipse PDA is an application that runs on either PalmOS 
or PocketPC enabled devices, to allow a technician to download their workorder 
and other supporting information to a PDA to take with them in the field 
Strengths: 
o User do not have to search through multiple page t find th inf rrnati 11 
when a job is opened, user gets all the inf rrnation n ne pag . 
o Eclipse provides a complete custom report g nerator. U rs will abl 
use products such as rystal Report, Pow rplay ct t gen rat th ir n 
reports against the Eclipse database. 
o Eclipse runs either as a single user, client/server or client/serv r r int rat d 
Web Server system. 
o Eclipse is its own web erver, and doe n't rely on third part t chnol g1 
such as JIS or Apache t host. 
Weaknesses: 
o There is no ustomizablc fun ti n whi h enable u scr t add in m re detail 
o Jn rd r lo install and us' th· . ..!. 'lips~ s ·1vi · · maua ement software, the 










2.5.3 Case Study 3: AyaNova 
Demo downloaded from: 
http://www.ayanova.com/service management software.htm 
Last accessed: 30/06/2003 
AyaNova has powerful features to help manage all aspect of service 
including automated work orders, dispatching, preventative maintenance, earchable 
knowledgebase, loaners, customer equipment tracking, dozen of management 
reports and much more. AyaNova is compatible with any network upp rt d by 
Windows and does not require a network server r other dedi ated equipment. 
lt))AyaNova1TI1 • Mimitgcr Account i • •. ::'i~if!. 
File Schedule Reports Options See1ch Help 
Select view: 
25 lotel wo1ko1dc11 inAYoNove. 12 010 coen !All fields 3 
~ ~ ~ 
_Qie~-=:~~ .... I]~e@~t~ SchedEndD ... SchcdTech I Enlty()ole I LostAclivil)t Om~e ABCAccou... · •EA 9/2412003 812412003 D BeMs by Bob 91212003 912/2003 0 ABCAccou ... 'FDA 9/2/2003 9/212003 0 ABCAccou ... 'EA 91212003 912/2003 0 Lawye1s R Us 8121/2003 ... 8/2112003 ... ? 91212003 91212003 0 6 Monlh p1inle1 se1vice 
1) <New> 6 Monlh ptinter service 
Rive1dele G ... 8/24/2003 ... 8/24/2003 ... ? 912412003 912412003 0 Viru1 updates, cl ri tope d1iv 
1) <New> Vrrus updates. clean tape d11ve 
Green, F1ank 'JG 9121/2003 812112003 0 ABCAccou ... 8/21/2003 ... 9/2112003 .. ' JG 9/21/2003 8/21/2003 0 S u11gloss hut 812412003 ... 812412003 ... ? 8/1812003 9116/2003 D 
Cabling 
1) <New> Coble 1un to bock room system ca pe1 proi ct 
Green. F1 nk 8/2212003 "' 812212003 '" I\ 811912003 911612003 D 
coble re·1011te 
1 l <New> Re·1ou1e coble 1ur) to wo1ks101lonP 10 »is not vi rble 
Greol we1te .. 8/20/2003 "' 912012003 ... JS 9/18/2003 9121/2003 D 
Check out burning amoll on en 1totl 11 
1)<New> U1 rar riort d"r1ut11t Pt"rruck1nv 11ill llotrl•rroridWt1~1ig rn I 
D open 








New qllok wo1ko1do1 I~ w ;1 iid0td w rknid 1 I H 11 th 










Features of AyaNova: 
o Customer management - enter all contact information on your clients. 
Clients are linked to work orders. 
o Equipment database - Track customer owned and rental I loaner equipment. 
Enter and track copy/meter counts. Display or print a complete work ord r 
service history of each item. Equipment is linked to clients in the system. 
o Parts management - Enter and track part f r use n rvi e work rd r .. 
o Work order management - enter, track print s hcdul and . ar h all 
service data entered on work order . 
o Dispatch management - AyaNova service managem nt oftwar pr id 
powerful dispatching features including di patch by rvi z n p ta! 
code, city etc. group your techs for convenience wh n cheduJing. 
o Preventative maintenance ma nag sm ·nf 
maintemmce f r lient , equipment, by m de! et 
h edule pr ntati 
o Ueporfiug ~ Rep rts ran iinu from s .rvi · mana rn nt b ll m line) 
inf rrnati n to ust m r phone and qui pm ·111 Ji ts. All r ·p rts in 










available from your local software retailer. All reports can be exported to 
dozens of different formats include Adobe Acrobat, Rich Text format HTML 
etc. you can customize the existing reports or create your own management 
reports using Crystal Reports v8.5 or higher from Seagate Software. 
o Knowledgebase - Powerful search engine for retrieving any crvice and 
other information entered on any work order or other screen in the program. 
Quick and easy. 
o Optional features include a remote access server that all ws a rem t us r 
with nothing more than a standard web browser t a 
via an internet connection t enter w rk rders , ar h th kn wl .d bas ', 
view schedule and more. u tomers can r quc t ervi ch k n the . tatu 
of work orders in progress and even reprint their own w rk order aJI ith 
just a regular web browser. 
Strengths: 
o A comprehensive ystern which pr vid a full apa ilit f rvi 
management from the ervi c all I various r p rt 'II rati n. 
o Each user can s t pref .ren s thr u hout th, pr mm and all data entr is 
tra ked by us 'r. 
o AyaN va® Ieatur •s a p w .rfu) . ·ur h ·u 1i11, thal w . iu ·t like an internet 










o The user interface design is not attractive 
o Users may confused by the complicated site flow design. The system is not 











2.6 Analysis on System Architecture 
2.6.1 Introduction to System Architecture 
Client/server describe the relationship between two computer programs in 
which one program, the cJient, makes a service request from another program, the 
server, which fulfiJls the request. Although the client/server idea can be u ed by 
programs within a single computer, it is a more important in a network. In a network, 
the cJient/server model provides a convenient way to interconnect program that are 
distributed efficiently across different location . omputer tran action u ing the 
cJient/server model are very common. 
In the usual client/server model one erv r mctim called a daern n L 
activated and awaits cJient reque ts. Typically, multipl Ii nt pr gram har 111' 
services of a common server program. Both client program and 
often part of a larger program or application. 
ram, ar 
2.6.2 Two-tier Architecture 
Through the appearance f Local-Area-N tw rk arne ut f th ir 
isolation, and were soon not nly bein 
Client/Server-computing was b rn. 
Server, today are mainly file and data ase s 'r er: · appli ati n 
nn t d mutuall ut al. rv r . 
er. are the 
x ption. Howev r, cli:llHl as ·-s ·rv .rs only ffcr lata n the ser ·r consequently the 
must be im] I m nt 'd n th P Ji ent . Sine' there are only 










shown in Figure 2.6). This model is still predominant today, and is the opposite of its 
popular terminal based predecessor that its entire intelligence on the host system. 
One reason why the two-tiered model is so widespread is because of the 
quality of the tools and middleware that have been most commonly used ince the 
90's: Remote-SOL, ODBC, relatively inexpensive and well integrated PC-tools (like 
Visual Basic, Power-Builder, MS Access, 4-GL-Tool by the DBMS manufactures). 
In comparison the server site uses relatively expensive tools. In addition the PC- 
based tools show good Rapid-Application-Development (RA ) qualitie i.e. that 
simpler application can be produced in a comparatively short time. Th two-ti 'r 





and business rules 










2.6.3 Three-tier Architecture 
The two-tier model shows striking weaknesses such as application logic can't 
be reused because it is bound to an individual PC-program, fat clients, network 
overload since every data has to be transfer to client and etc. due to these facts, 
development and maintenance of such applications are much more expen ive. 
Three-tier architectures endeavor to olve these problems. Thi goal 
achieved primarily by moving the application logic from the client back to the 
server. Three-tier architecture consists of three tiers, the client, the appli ation erver 
and the data-server as shown in Figure 2.7. 
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Client tier is responsible for the presentation of data, receiving user events 
and controlling the user interface. The actual business logic (for example, calculating 
added value tax) has been moved to an application-server. 
Application-server-tier is new, i.e. it isn't present in two-tier architecture in 
this explicit form. Business-objects that implement the busines rules "live" here, 
and are available to the client-tier. This level now forms the central key to olving 
two-tier problems. This tier protects the data from direct access by the client . 
Furthermore, the term "component" is also to be found here. Today the term 
pre-dominantly describe vi ual components on the client- ide. In th n n-vi ual area 
of the system, components on the server-side can be define a, c nfigurable 
which can be put together to form new application pro c e . 
Data-server-tier is responsible for data storage. Be ide th wid , pr ad 
relational database systems, existing legacy ystems databases ar often r u d h r . 
It is important to note that boundaries between tiers are logical. It i quit ea ii 
possible to run all three tiers on one and the same (phy ical) machine. Th main 
importance is that the system i neatly structured, and that there i a \ 11 plann d 









2. 7 Analysis on Web Server 
2.7.1 Personal Web Server (PWS) 
PWS is entry-level/mid-range server for Windows 9x/NT platforms. It is a 
scaled-down version of the commercial Internet Information server (US) included 
with the server edition of Microsoft Windows NT. PWS is a great entry-level web 
server that makes it easy to publish personal home pages, erve small websites, and 
share documents via a local Intranet. 
PWS is one of the best servers available for helping to get u er up and 
running quickly. Wizards are included to guide users thr ugh the pr e f. ttin 
up home pages and sharing file , and the PW administrat r r du th mp! it 
of actually running the web server it elf. U er can al th familiar xpl r r 
interface or PWS's Personal Web Manager t hare dire torie tart and t p th 
server, and view web site statistics. 
One of the best uses for PW i a a platform f r te ting ut w b it n 
Windows 95/Windows NT Work tation c mput r ting th m n th 
Internet. This allow u ers to check the validity f link ript and appli ati n a 
well as to ensure that the overall organization f the ite i. fun ti nm rr ct! . 
PWS presents the ability t develop tran actional web application u ing the 
Micro oft Tran. a ti n crvcr. vcrall, while m t large ent irpri e will likely 
bypass Mi r oft Personul W b irv •r f r th J hi h- ind Int irn I Jn rrnali n erver, 
PW will remain nc of th b-. t availabl pti n. f r individual; wanting t erve 











2.7.2 Internet Information Server (IIS) 
This version, which comes exclusively as part of the Windows 2000 Server 
operating system, contains many new features along with performance and reliability 
enhancements. Notable improvements include better and clearly documented 
security policies, support for the new WebDA V publishing standards and fa ter 
restarts of both Web and FfP services. 
IIS v5.0 is good as both a fast time web server for those familiar and 
comfortable with Windows operating systems, and a high-end erver for ho ling 
provides and large corporate installations. It handle the ba: i well and i bctt 'r 
integrated in Windows than previous version . II v5.0 al me with pcrf rrnan 
and feature enhancements that will be attractive for mis ion- riti al ta. k . 
Microsoft has improved the clustering configuration and etup cnabl 
multiple machines to share the load and deliver more reliabl w b • 
However, it is still far from simple to set up. Enterpri e mu t carefull r vi v th 
documentation and copy variou etting file u ing ommand Jin utiliti upplied 
with Windows 2000 to set up a clu ter. uch clu ter are upport d nl b 
Advanced Server versions. 
Version4 of Jl saw the .ginning Manag m nt on ole to 
handle the configuration and etup of IJ . This ha b en t ndcd t a ari t odf 
other non-web servi .es in Window, 2000 and r narn d rnputer Management 
all hough for Ht' m st purl the s r · .ns will b · familiar. N 'W t JJ v5.0 are 










documentation is inadequate to properly set up these new features without a lot of 
trial and error. 
Microsoft has added a few new wizards to help simplify some common tasks. 
Three notable wizards are the Permissions Wizard (to synchronize and align web and 
NTFS security setting), the Web Server Certificate Wizard (to obtain and install 
server certificates) and the CTL Wizard (to create and modify certificate tru t lists). 
Version 5 has various security enhancements as well. Micro oft ha con olidat d 
security tips in its documentation. Such tips include re tricting gue t account and 
setting appropriate file permissions. However, setting up client . idc crtifi at'. is 
still far too complex and poorly documented. 
One of the more significant enhancement 111 11 v5.0 
Distributed Authoring and Ver ioning (WeBDA V). WeB AV i an 
standard designed to simplify the con truction of intranets and nab! multipl u r 
to publish documents to a common web server. This feature allows u r to har 
web directories as if they were standard Window file hare u ing Offi 2 and 
IE v5tools running on Windows 98, NT and Window 2000. Web DAV- nab! d 
folders appear as "Web Folders" when u: er. pen file in ffi e 2 fr mar mot 












Apache remains the king of web servers despite intense effort by Microsoft 
and Netscape to gain dominance in the market. Apache users have to come to rely on 
the server's rock-solid reliability, outstanding performance and rich set of features. 
The keys to Apache's attractiveness and popularity lie instead in the qualities listed 
above and its extensibility, its freely distributed source code and active user support 
for the server. 
Based originally on NCSA's freely available HTTP server, Apache' feature 
and strengths are too numerou to Ii t. Among the most notable features ar it 
platform support, protocol support (HTTP/] .1), modularity (APJ) ccurity 
and overall performance and robu tne . Apache run Window ( 5/9 IN 12 
and all the major variants of UNIX. The server is fully compliant with HTTP/l.J and 
supports APJ and ISAPI (NT). Apache distribute a core et of modul that hand! 
everything from user authentication and cookies to typo correction in UR 
Apache overall security, performance and r bu tne ar unqu ti nab! 
many of the most accessed site in the world run Apache or Apa he d n ati 
Public distribution of the s ur e c d r ult in pat he f r th ft ar ar promptJ 
caught and reported. A a r . ult Apa he s lar cu er ba cha all d it de elop r 
to create a package that i extremely sta le and , e ur and ne that i al o able to 
compete m re effectively with mrnercial packag , in t rm, I th raw peed and 
int grated features. 
J spit all of its r tr 'II lhs, Apa h · ·1 tuinly i. not r vcryb dy. etup and 









most popular commercial servers, Apache offers neither browser-based maintenance 
capabilities nor any GUI configuration/administration tools. This is an advantage for 
some developers, but for others it can translate into higher deployment and 
maintenance costs, especially if the site's administrators are unfamiliar with the 
fundamentals of the server. Furthermore, Apache's "user-driven" technical support 
via newsgroup may not get the job done for more than a few developer . There are, 
however, several companies that do provide full commercial support but for a price. 
The typical development and marketing tyle of the Apache erver have not 
precluded it from becoming the most popular World Wide Web erv r n th 
Internet today. Apache's robust design and exten ibility up! d with it fr eware 
status and the availability of its ource code t the public, make Apa h a d 
choice for enterprise-level web sites and for individual and workgr up. that us 








2.8 Analysis on Database Server 
2.8.1 Oracle 9.0 
Oracle 9.0 server is a multi-user relational database management system 
(DBMS) that run on numerous operating systems. Oracle 9.0, the worlds most 
powerful object relational database is the heart of the open, standards-based Network 
Computing Architecture. Network Computing Architecture allows IT organizations 
to speed less time struggling with interoperability issues and more time focu ing on 
deploying solutions. It provides unprecedented ease-of-use and i pre-turn d and 
pre-configured for today's dynamic workgroup and line-of bus nvironment. 
Oracle 9.0 includes fully integrated set of ca c-t -usc manag mcnt t L full 
distribution, replication and web features. Oracle 9.0 al. o pr vide th highc t l iv I 
of availability through fast over, ea ier, manag m nt and zero data Jo di a t r 
protection, with Data Guard, the only complete data protection elution availabl n 
the market. 
Oracle 9.0 delivers the entire rnaj r platf rm require by n tw rk-ba d 
architecture which involve multiple hardware and ftware platf rm thi in lud 
UNIX, Linux and Windows platform . H wever it i. xpen iv and parat 
licenses are required for each f ii databa e engine. Oracle .0 data management 
security, reliability and ease J use i. unique d .signcd t meet the demand of the 
network 'fa. 
n th l p J th' Icutu · of ra ·I' .0, it is kn wn with it feature: uch a 
se urity and compatibility. Jn th' vi ·w of · ·urity .0 has mat y level f 









a web application environment. As for compatibility, Oracle 9.0 compatible with 
many operating systems and it has its own product line such as Portal-to-go, Java 
developer and others. 
2.8.2 Microsoft Access 2000 
Microsoft Access 2000 is a window-based database management system. It is 
a member of the Microsoft Office 2000 family and it runs under Window 
95/98/NT/2000 operating system. Due to the fact that Acee s i part of the Offi e 
2000 suite, it interoperates well with the other component of the Office 2000 family. 
Access is easily the world's most popular r lational daiabas mana im 'nt 
software (RDBMS). It is powerful and yet easy to use. With Ac e s th databa 
administrator can design and use databases very qui kly a. it ha a r u r- 
friendly interface. Furthermore, tables, forms, querie and r port can b g n rat d 
just at a snap of a finger, just by using the set of wizard that ome ith thi 
software. All this makes Acee an excellent all-in-one databa e t I f r r ating 
standalone database application. 
Microsoft Office provides a broad array of to I and technologie for creating 
multi-user databa e s Juti ns. pecifically, Micro oft Acee provide tools and 
features for creating multi-user database s luti ns by u. ing f ur diff rent databa e 











2.8.3 SQL Server 2000 
SQL Server is Microsoft's DBMS. It's highly scalable and user can use it to 
develop applications for everything from small networks to thousands of users. It is 
designed to meet requirement of a distributed client-server environment. 
The SQL Server driver enables application to access data in Microsoft SQL 
Server database through the Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) interface. 
Structured Query Language (SQL) is used to access data in a SQL erver database. 
All the client workstations communicate with SQL Server aero a tar netw rk with 
TCP/IP protocol. 
SQL Server 2000 extends the performance, reliability, quality, and ea c- f- 
use of Microsoft SQL Server version 7.0. Micro oft L rv r 2000 in Jud , 
several new features that make it an excellent databa e platform f r Jar - ale 
online transactional processing (OLTP), data warehousing, and - ornrn r 
applications. 
The OLAP Services feature available in QL erver 7.0 i. n w nil d L 
Server 2000 Analysis Services. The term OLAP Services ha be n r pla d ' ith th 
term Analysis Services. Analy i Service al o include a new data mining 
component. 
Below are the features of Micro ofl L ervcr 2000: 










SQL Server 2000 provides extensive database programming capabilities built 
on web standards. It is powerful, flexible and fully web-enabled analysis in 
manipulating data. Rich XML and internet standard support provide the ability 
to store, retrieve data in XML format easily with built-in stored procedures and 
insert, update and delete data easily. 
o Highly Scalable and Reliable 
Unparalleled scalability and reliability can be achieved u ing SQL crver 
2000. With scale up and cale out capabilitic , SQL crvcr meet. the nc ds f 
demanding e-commerce and enterpri e appli at ion . 
o Simplify Management and Tuning 
SQL Server 2000 can easily manage databa e centrally alongside all ent rpn 
resources and stay online while easily moving and copying databa acr 
computers or between instances. 
2.9 Analysis on Operating ystern 
2.9.1 Windows 2000 Professional 
Mi res rt Wind ws 2000 Pr f ssi na.l was l uilt on Wind w. N' te hn J gy 
wirh tbe u er friendly, Windows<-8familiarus•rint'rfa '.Jt an e used or running 
softwar ap1 Ji arions onn • t I intern l and intran l sit ·s, an I a ess files, rint rs, 










business laptop and desktop system. Microsoft Window 2000 Professional is known 
for its flexibility, manageability, reliability and its web capabilities. 
The main reason of why considering Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional 
as the operating system is because of its strong development platform. One of the 
examples will be the telephony technologies in Windows 2000 Profes ional that 
developer can use to create custom applications. By using Window 2000 
Professional as the client, developer can built rich application with attributes that can 
be easily replicated and tested on multiple sites. Internet Explorer 5 upport Dynamic 
HTML, DHTML behaviors and Extensible Markup Language (XM ) enable 
developer to invent new way to create, exchange and di play inf rrnati n. Wh in 
Windows 2000 Professional i combined with the intc rat d W b and 
communication services built into Window 2000 erver an r at 
highly scalable, end-to-end e-commerce and line-of-bu ine olution . 
Other features by Microsoft Windows 2000 Profe ional includ n 
peripheral support that extend notebook capabilitie , modification to th op rating 
system core to prevent crashes and the ability for the operating y tern to r pair 
itself, comprehensive security features to pr tect ensitive bu ine data oth locall 
on desktop computer and as it is transmitted v ·r I al ar a 11 tw rk phon Jin or 
the Internet. With its support f r Internet-standard ecurity features uch a IP 
Security, Layer 2 Tunneling Pr 1 c J, and Virtual Private Netw rking it i ecure 
that many banks and or ranization hoes • t us· it. Wind ws 20 0 Pr fe ional i 
ea icr t d pl y mana 1 •1 and supp rt 1ntrali% id rnana ·mcnt utilities, 









When Windows 2000 Professional is used in conjunction with Windows 
2000 Server, developer can take advantage of IntelliMirror technologies. By storing 
important information and desktop setting on a central computer, IntelliMirror lets 
developer work on any computer attached to the network as if they are at their own 
desk. 
2.9.2 Windows 2000 Server 
Windows 2000 Server is a multipurpose, entry level server operating y tem 
that can be used to provide the network user with file print, application or web 
services. Windows 2000 Server pr vidcs a well integrated pa ka ntainin th 
application development environment, security, and calability. With Wind w 2000 
Server, user gets all the u ability features of Wind ws 2000 Pr fe i nal plu 
support for up to two multiprocessors for new installation and up t f ur 
multiprocessors when they upgrade for Windows NT 4.0. 
As the server operating sy tern built f r the busine Int rn t Wind 2 
server lets user: 
o Use the web to securely connect empl y 
anywhere in thew rld. 
o hare sele t information with ut cornpr mi. ing nfidcntial data. 
o "'Xpand tip netw rk .nvir nm ·11t a. th 1 appli 'uli n 11 ·d · lvc. 
o lnternct-cnabl" bu. in-.. with ·. s nlictl t ~ hn I ven th ugh ut the 










o Cut costs with improved management systems for networks, servers and 
Windows desktops. 
o Taking advantage of new hardware with broad support for existing and 
emerging hardware and communication products. 
Windows 2000 Server provides compr hensive, standard-based security 
services, including flexible authentication, data encryption flexible and e ure 
network access, protection of virtual private networks (VPN ) using c re Internet 
Standard such as IP security (IPSec), secure tran action pr cc sing and ccurity 
extensions for the development platform such as the rypto APL 
Windows 2000 Server also introduce new tcchn l gic that let us r uild 
richer Web applications and solutions, such a ft 
Component Object model, COM+. Developer using COM+ find it mu h a i r t 
create and use software components and benefit from a runtime en ironm nt and 
services that are easily used for any programming language or tool. 
Windows 2000 Server also includes integrated upport for trearning m dia 
which allows organizations to develop and di tribut real-time pre entati n and ri h 







2.10 Analysis on Programming Languages 
2.10.1 Active Server Pages (ASP) 
Active Server Pages or generally refer as the ASP are Microsoft's efforts of 
creating dynamic web pages. ASP pages are scripts or short snippet of code 
interpreted by the web server to perform a particular task. ASP page contain two 
parts: programmatic code and embedded HTML. The programmatic code can be 
written in a number of scripting languages such as VBScript and J cript. 
ASP is implemented as an Internet Server Application Pr gramming 
Interface (ISAPI) filter running under Internet Informati n Server (II ). Whene er a 
Web client make a HTTP request of a Web erv r, the A tive r 'r I /\Pl filt ir 
gets a chance to intercept the request. If the reque t i for a .a p file th A P , 
takes over from IIS, parses the entire file from t p t b ttom pr 
script(s) and returns an HTML output file to IIS. HS will r turn thi data tr am t 
the requesting Web client. 
ASP is able to deliver client/server ide cripting w ontr 1 , r id 
processing and connectivity feature . It support. lient riptin u h a 
Javascript that is executed at client', web brow er. Apart fr m riptin a ilit A P 
act a an intermediate f r A tivc X ontr J, Java applet and other web component. 
ASP ha the ability t tap into .xisting sy: t ·m su h a data a, es d ument retrieval 
s rvi es mail s .rvi 'S, .roupwar · s .rv .rs and nth ir 
servers. 










ASP.NET is a programmrng framework built on the common language 
runtime that can be used on the server to build powerful Web applications. ASP.NET 
offers several important advantages over previous Web development models: 
• Enhanced Performance 
ASP.NET is compiled common language runtime code on the erver. Unlike it 
interpreted predecessors, ASP.NET can take advantage of early binding just-in- 
time compilation, native optimization and caching service right ut f th x. 
This amounts to dramatically better perforrnan e bef re you ev r writ a Jin f 
code. 
• World-class Tool Support 
The ASP.NET framework is complemented by a rich t olb r and d i n r in th 
Visual Studio integrated development environment. WY !WY ditin , ra - 
and-drop server control and automatic deployment ar just a f ' f th f atur 
this powerful tool provide . 
• Power and Flexibility 
Be ause J\ P.N ,.T is bas .d 11 th, ornm 11 Ian iua 1 • runtime the p wer an 
Ilcxibitity , r I hat ntir · platform i, availnbl · to W ·I appli ati n d svel pcrs.' he 
.N T [ram .w rk ·Jass library M ssri rin and ata I\ ... s luti n: arc all 










you can choose the language that best applies to your application or partition 
your application across many languages. Further, common language runtime 
interoperability guarantees that your existing investment in COM-based 
development is preserved when migrating to ASP.NET. 
• Simplicity 
ASP.NET makes it easy to perform common task, from simple form submi ion 
and client authentication to deployment and site configuration. Additionally th 
common language runtime simplifie development, with managed ode 
such as automatic reference counting and arbag ollecti n. 
• Manageability 
ASP.NET employs a text-based, hierarchical onfigurati n y tcm \1 hi h 
simplifies applying setting to your erver envir nment and W b appli ati n . 
Because configuration inf rrnation i stored a plain te 'I n w ttin ma 
applied without the aid of local admini trati n t I . Thi z r al 
administration" phil phy extends to deploying A P.N ... T ram work a ' 11. 
As ASP.N ... T -ramework appli ati n is dcpl yed t a erver imply b copying 
the necessary files t the serv r. N serv 'r restart is r quired c in t depl y r 










• Scalability and Availability 
ASP.NET has been design with scalability in mind, with features specifically 
tailored to improve performance in clustered and multiprocessor environments. 
Further, processes are closely monitored and managed by the ASP.NET runtime, 
so that if one misbehaves (leaks, deadlocks), a new process can be created in its 
place, which helps keep the application constantly available to handle requests. 
• Customizability and Extensibility 
ASP.NET delivers a well-factored architecture that allow devcl per plug- 
in" their code at the appropriate level. In fact, it i po ible t c 'I nd r r pla ' 
any subcomponent of the ASP.NET runtime with your wn 
component. Implementing custom authentication or tate s rvi ha n er b n 
easier. 
• Security 
With built in Windows authentication and per-applicati n nfigurati n ou an 









2.11 Analysis on Data Access Techniques 
2.11.1 Introduction to SQL and ODBC 
SQL is a language used to create, manipulate, examine, and manage 
relational databases. A single statement can be very expressive and can initiate high- 
level actions, such as sorting and merging data because SQL is an application- 
specific language. SQL was standardized in 1992 so that a program could 
communicate with most database systems without having to change the QL 
commands. Unfortunately, you mu t connect to a databa e before scndin 
commands, and each database vendor ha a different interfac , a w JI a diff rent 
extensions of SQL. ODBC, a c-bascd intcrfa e t -ba d databas 
provides a consistent interface for communicating with a databa e and f r a 111 
database metadata. With QDBC and QL, you an conne t t a databa and 
manipulate it in a standard way. It i no surprise that, although ODB b gan a a P 
standard, it has become nearly and industry standard. 
2.11.2 ActiveX® Data Objects(ADO) 
ActiveX® Data Objects (J\D ) is an appli ati n pr gram interface from 
Microsoft that lets a pr grammer writing Wind ws appli ation get acce to a 
relational or n n-rclati nal database fr m both Mi r . oft and other databa e 
pr Vici rs. AD is d 'Si 11 .d lo ·v mtuully r pla c 1 ota J\ · .ess bje t ( ~ ) and 
R mot Data bj ·ts (R 0). nlik · R and I ;\ , which am de. igned nly f r 
a .ssin rclutiouul d.uul us ·s, /\I iH m used l access all 











Like Microsoft's other system interfaces, ADO is an object-oriented 
programming interface. It is also part of an overall data access strategy from 
Microsoft ca11ed Universal Data Access. 
Active Data Object (ADO) is the Microsoft's newest high-level interface for 
data objects that most applications developers will use. ADO provides consistent 
access to data for creating a front-end database client or middle-tier busine object 
using an application, tool, language, or even an Internet browser. ADO is the ingle 
data interface for developers creating J to n-tier client/ erver and Web-ba ed data- 
driven applications. 
2.11.3 ADO.NET 
ADO.NET is an evolutionary improvement from Micro oft® A ti ® ata 
Objects (ADO) that provides platform interoperability and calabl 
Using Extensible Markup Language (XML), ADO.N T an en ur th ffi i nt 
transfer of data to any applicati n n any platf rm. /\ maj r hange fr m ADO i 
that there is no Recordset object in the ADO.NET. In read a data et i u ed in 
ADO.NET. Dataset cla s works as a entral rep it ry f r table f data and al o 
supp rts onstraints and I gi ·al relations b ·tw · •11 ta l .s, Fuuherrn re the ataset 










With Visual Studio.NET, developers program against objects, not tables and 
columns. ADO.NET features strongly typed programming, enabling developers to 
quickly write reliable data access code. 
The centerpiece of any software solution using ADO.NET is the data set. A 
data set is an in-memory copy of database data. A data set contains any number of 
data tables, each of which typically corresponds to a database table or view. That is, 
it exists in memory within an active connection to a databa e containing the 
corresponding tables or views. This disconnected architecture enable great r 
scalability by only using databa e server resources when reading r writing fr rn 
database. 
At run time, data will be pa sed from the database to a middl -ti r bu in 
object and then down to the user interface. To accommodate the e hang f data 
ADO.NET uses an XML-based persistence and tran mission format. T tran mil 
data from one tier to another, an ADO.NET solution expre ses the in-m mor data 









2.12 Analysis on W eh Authoring Tools 
2.12.1 Notepad 
Notepad is the world's most versatile HTML editing tool. It is absolutely free 
with the purchase of Windows version 2.0 and above. 
Notepad has one of the simplest user interfaces of any Internet Web 
authoring tools. The menus are logically laid out, conforming to all standards in 
design, so users can understand them before using the notepad. 
Notepad has the same interface for all versions of Window , o moving ver 
to the latest version of Windows should not hamper HTML code creati n. The 
Notepad web-authoring tool is compatible with every sing! . tandard f Int rnet 
presentation medium yet developed. Notepad wa designed to hav a v r mall 
application footprint, taking up as little space a po sible in omput r s rncrn r , and 
a minimum of disk space. 
Notepad gives clear, easy to read and foll HTML. There i no ode hidd n 
and users have control over all parts of the HTML code. Java ript i al full 
supported by Notepad. All parts of the Java cripl ar fully a ailable through 
Notepad, without the need of complex tools. 
2.12.2 Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 
Visual Studio .N "'T is a · mpl .. t • s 'l f d ·v ·101 m '11t I I f r uilding A P 
Web appli .utions, XM W .b nvi 'S, and m bile 
appli at ions. Visuul Busi ·.NI~' , Visuu) , I ·I .N ""'T, and Visual # .N • all u e the 










facilitates in the creation of mixed-language solutions. In addition, these languages 
leverage the functionality of the .NET Framework, which provides access to key 
technologies that simplify the development of ASP Web applications and XML Web 
services. 
Latest features available in this release of Vi ual Studio include: 
(a) Language Enhancements 
o Microsoft Visual Basic, Microsoft C++, and Microsoft JScript have all been 
updated to meet your development needs. Additionally, a new language 
Microsoft C#, has been introduced. The e languages lev ra e th 
functionality of the .NET Framework, which provide a ce key 
technologies that simplify the development of ASP Web appli ati n and 
XML Web services. 
(b) Web Forms 
o Web Forms are an ASP.NET technology that you use t r at pr rammable 
Web pages. Web Form render them elve a br w er- ornpatibl HTML 
and script, which all ws any br w er n any platf rm t vi w the page . 
Using Web -orms, y u reate W b pa s by drag in and cir pping contr I 
onto the desi 'l1CT and then addinu ode, similar to the way that y u er ate 









(c) XML Web Services 
o XML Web services are applications that can receive requests and data 
using XML over HITP. XML Web services are not tied to a 
particular component technology or object-calling convention and can 
therefore be accessed by any language, component model, or 
operating system. In Visual Studio .NET, you can quickly create and 
incJude XML Web services using Visual Basic, Visual C#, ]Script, 
Managed Extensions for C++, or ATL Server. 
( d) XML Support 
o Extensible Markup Language (XML) provides a method for de ribing 
structured data. XML is a subset of SGML that is optimized for delivery 
over the Web. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) defines XML 
standards so that structured data wi11 be uniform and independent of 
applications. Visual Studio .NET fully supports XML, providing the 
XML Designer to make it easier to edit XML and create XML schema . 
2.12.3 Macromedia Dreamweaver 
Macromedia Dreamweaver give developers the productivity of a visual web 
page layout tool, the control of an HTML text, edit· r and support for new web 
technologies, all in one software packing. 










HTML being generated is concise and always editable. It includes advanced features 
that take advantage of the latest innovations on the web, such as dynamic HTML and 
CSS, while still ensuring that web pages work well in a variety of web browsers. All 
of the code generated by it is carefully created to work on as many platforms and 
browsers as possible. 
Others features include easy integration of Active X components, Java 
applets, Plug-ins for improved web page interactivity. It also integrates seamlessly 
with other components of Macromedia, such as Flash Movies, Shockwave, and 
Fireworks, which are essential for the development of interactive web pages. 
2.12.4 Adobe Photoshop 
Adobe Photoshop is used as drawing, painting and designing purpose . U ers 
can retouch an image, apply special effects, swap details between photos introduce 
text and logos, adjust color balance, and even add color to a grayscale scan. All these 
functions are included under a set of user-friendly editing tools in Adobe Photoshop. 
It contains graphical icons to represent every functions of each button. Beside that 
it also provides many shortcut keys that is easier and save time for users and for 




















3.1 System Development Life Cycle 
System (software) development generally takes the form of a life cycle. We 
refer to this life cycle as the system development life cycle (SDLC). All systems go 











Figure3.l: System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) Stages 
o Feasibility Study 
This phase begins with a problem or desired change in an information sy tern or 
business process. A preliminary investigation is then performed to clearly 
identify them. This step is crucial because if the business' needs are not 
correctly identified the end product will most certainly mi s the mark. The end 










use of cost-benefit analysis and a proposal that is based on economic, technical 
and operational aspects. 
o Analysis And Requirements Specification 
The main purpose of the systems analysis phase is to begin with a clear 
understanding of business requirements and build a logical, non-physical model 
of the new system. This phase also includes the sub steps of requirements, data, 
process and object modeling. The end result is a system requirements document 
that describes management and user requirements and also contains an 
overview of the entire project, the analyst's recommendation, as well a a 
recognition of the best alternatives that identifies the various strategies with the 
advantages and disadvantages of each. 
o Design 
The systems design phase creates a blueprint for the new system that will 
satisfy all documented requirements, whether the system is being developed in- 
house or purchased as a package. The model that was built during the analysis 
phase is expanded in detail to include interfaces, the type of data input and 
output, the processes performed as well as backup and security measures. Once 
again the end result is documented. Thi time it come in the form of a systems 












In the systems implementation phase the new system is constructed, programs 
are written, documented, and tested, and the system is installed. If the system 
was purchased as a package the analysts carry out any needed modifications 
and configure the system for use. The goal of this phase is to present a fully 
functioning and documented system, regardless of its origin, to train new users 
on and transition all of the old system's duties upon. 
o Maintenance 
In the final phase, the IT staff maintains and enhances the system. The objective 
during this phase is to maximize return on the IT investment. Analysis is also 
very important during this phase. System performance and operation costs must 
be continually monitored to determine if the new system is really a worthwhile 
replacement. 
3.2 System Development Methodology 
A system development methodology is a very formal and precise system 
development process that defines a set of activities, methods, best practices, 
deliverables and automated tools for ystem developer to use to develop and 
maintain most of the systems or software. A system development methodology 
implements the development stage of the system life cycle and it helps to speed up 










Jn developing a system, a methodology is needed to establish a style or 
procedure the way a system is developed from new. Even in the process of 
enhancing or amending an existing system, the need of methodology is also 
equivalent. 
A methodology also helps to establish a consistency of approach. By 
following a selected methodology, a list of activities needed and order for the 
activities are needed. Besides that, it also helps to establish management controls by 
stating the milestones and the checkpoints of each component of the system. 
Other than that, the usage of a methodology also encourages the quality of 
the product produced. This is because the product is sure to have satisfied milestones 
stated in all the components. Thus, this ensures the product quality. Methodology 
also satisfied the purpose of formalizing the requirements elicitation process to 
reduce the chances of misunderstanding the requirements. Besides that, it also 
introduces best practice techniques to the analysis and design process. The objectives 
of a methodology include the following: 
o Provide a systematic method of development so that progress can be 
monitored. 
o Produce a system that is well documented and easy to maintain. 
o Provide an indication of needed changes as early a possible m the 
development process. 










There are many types of methodologies which can be use to design and 
develop a system or software. Among these are structured analysis and design, object 
oriented analysis and design (OOAD), rapid application development and etc. 
Structured analysis and design has been chosen as the methodology for this project. 
3.2.1 Structured Analysis and Design Methodology 
Structured Analysis and Design methodology (SSADM) was developed by 
Ed Yourdon in the early 1970's. Its principles focus on the analysis and design 
phases of the life cycle and allow the flexibility to return to earlier phases when 
necessary. This in turn reduces maintenance time, effort and expense. 
Structured Analysis and Design is a type of tructured methodology that 
based on modeling. In structured methodology, the whole system is view as a single 
function. This system is later decomposed into set of functions which wiJl then be 
grouped according to hierarchy. It is actually a decomposition approach where a 
system is decomposed into several smaller modules. 
The main aspect of Structured Analysis and Design methodology philosophy 
are user involvement, the three views, top-down approach and separation of logical 
and physical methods. This methodology covers most of the sy tern development life 
cycle (SDLC) from the feasibility study to system design. The strategy planning i 
not part of Structured Analysis and Design rneth dology and it is to be carried ut 
before a project is undertaken. This method .I y als do snot over implementati n 









maintenance easier by providing accurate documentation of the system. Structured 
Analysis and Design methodology is based on the following hierarchy of activities : 






Figure 3.2: Hierarchy of Activities 
There are five modules in this methodology: 
o Feasibility analysis 
o Requirements analysis 
o Requirements specification 
o Logical system specification 
o Physical design 
Every stage is divided into steps and each set is presented as a et f task , all 










described both in terms of the activities that are to be carried as well as products, 
which are the result of the activity. Each step is associated with a number of 
techniques and tools, which the developer should use to model the system. 
Structured Analysis and Design methodology is thus product-driven. Project 
management will be largely concerned with monitoring the quality and completeness 
of products rather than with monitoring the activities. 
Reasons to choose SSADM: 
In Structured Analysis and Design methodology, each module can be view a 
a self-contained set of activities with its own inputs and output I product and can be 
managed as a separate project. Jn this case, the consistency of approach is 
established. Each module can be understood better and, the achievement of the 
milestone stated for each module can be clearly evaluated. 
In addition, Structured Analysis and Design methodology adopts a 
prescriptive approach to information system development in that it specifies in 
advance the modules, stages, steps and ta ks that have to be carried out the 
deliverables produced and the techniques involved. Thu , SSADM can helps to 
overcome the chance that requirements are mi under t od. Besides that thi 
methodology al 0 helps to vcrc me th problems n crning limited u er 










3.3 System Development Process Model 
One of the underlying principles for system development methodology is the 
establishment of phases and activities. All life cycle methodologies prescribe phases 
and activities. However, the number and scope of phases and activities varies. In 
order to illustrate and document a system development process for a particular 
methodology, a specific 'tool' known as software process model has been used as an 
abstract representation of a software process. After reviewing several process model 
such as waterfall model, V model, unified process model and etc, waterfall model 
with prototyping has been chosen as the working model of the proposed system. 
3.3.1 Waterfall Model with Prototyping 
Waterfall model with prototyping is considered the most uitable proce 
model for this project as it is comply with the chosen system development 
methodology. Prototyping model is added into the selected waterfall model due to 
the benefits that revisions and modification not necessarily have to be carried out at 
the testing phase. Thus this can help to save a lot of time and effort in making any 
necessary amendments. 
The waterfall model was derived from engineering models to put some order 
in the development of large software products. It consist f different stage , which 
are processed in a linear fashion. ompared to other software proces models it is 
more rigid and better manageable. The waterfall model is an important model, which 










The software development process can help to control the thrashing by 
including ti · · · ac 1v1t1es and sub process that enhance understanding. Prototyping is such 
a sub process: a prototype is a partially developed product that enables customers 
and developers to examine some aspect of the proposed system and decide if it is 
suitable or appropriate for the finished product. For example, developers may build a 
system to implement a small portion of some key requirements to ensure that the 
requirements are consistent, feasible and practical: if not, revisions are made at the 
requirement stage, rather than at the more costly testing stage. Similarly, parts of the 
design b may e prototyped, as shown in figure 3.3. Design prototyping helps 
develope rs assess alternative design strategies and decide which is best of a 
particular s t ys em or software development. 
There are 11 . usua Y six stages in this model of software development: 
1. Requirements Analysis and definition 
In this stage the requirements of the "to be developed software" are established. 
These are usually the services it will provide, its constraints and the goals of the 
software. Once these are established they have to be defined in such a way that they 
are usabI . h . . . . e in t e next stage. A feasibility study is often included in this stage. 
2. System Design 
Once the requirements are defined, a system design has to be created. This stage 
involves o tl' . . . . . d' di u u11ng system functional by having f asibility stu res r case stu res on 










verifying system design. System design involves describing the software system 
appearance and functionality from the user's perspective. 
3. Program Design 
From the information of researches and studies, program design is start to be 
determined and specified. Database design and program design verification also 
carried out at this stage. 
4. Coding 
This stage translates and implements the detail design representation of the 
system into programming realization. lt involves programming, per anal planning, 
tool acquisition, database development, component level documentation and 
Programming management. 
5. Unit and Integration Testing 
Testing is a critical step in assuring the quality of the developed system and will 
represent the ultimate review of specification, design and coding. After unit are 
developed, units are tested separately and by different categories of users. Integration 
testing is then performed. It is to integrate unit-tested program module and conduct 
tests that uncover errors or bugs ass ciated with the interfacing of tho e module . 











6. System Testing 
All the integrated units are combined into a system and now the whole is tested. 
When the combined programs are successfully tested the software product is 
finished. 
o Validation 
It ensures that the system has implemented all of the requirements, so that 
each system function can be tracked back to a particular requirement in the 
specification. And makes sure that the deliverables satisfy requirements 
specified in the previous stage or an earlier stage, and that the business 
case is met. 
o Verification 
It ensures that each function works correctly, check the quality of the 
implementation and checks that a deliverable is complete (contains all 
requires information, follows standards). 
7· Acceptance Testing 
Testing on system completed. The system is delivered. 
8. Operation and Maintenance 
Most software products include this stag f the d vel pmenl. It involve 
correct· mg errors that have gon undetected before, improvern nt and ther f rm f 









development, although improvements and fixes can still be considered as 
"d evelopment". 
'i~I I ~, . Coding ,. _ 
I I ·--·-·-···-·-· -· . ._ ... -- - -- 
~ __ Prototyping : ~ Unit & Integration I 
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3.3.1.I Strengths of Waterfall Model With Prototyping 
Waterfall model with prototyping is the extension from waterfall model. It is 
one of most popular in system development environment. This is because it provided 
many benefits to developer. Below are strengths of this model. 
o Systematic and sequential 
Each process will implement in the stage by stage way. It is easy to 
understand thus avoid confusing the customer even developer. 
0 Easy to identify project milestones 
This is because each stage can separate with others stage. Thus, it give the 
developers a high level of view about what is going on in every stage in the 
development process. It makes explicit which intermediate deliverable are 
necessary in order to begin the next stage of development. lt also suggest the 
developers the sequence of events they should expect to encounter. 
0 Well wide used method 
In system development environment, mo t system was developed by u ing 
this model. 
0 Backtracking (feedback) and iteration 
The package has cir ulation fa it all ws han e. in previous pha e 










enabling in the sense that developers can move back and forth between 
stages. This can be applied for requirement analysis, system design and 
program design stage. In the traditional waterfall model, after the developers 
moved to a specific stage, they cannot move back to the previous stage and 
this is not very practical in actual development process. 
o Advantages of prototyping 
It can ensure the system meets the performance goals or constraints. Beside 
that, it also can ensure the system is practical and flexible. It also can ensure 
the system fulfill the users' requirement. 
Reasons to choose Waterfall Model With Prototyping: 
0 It is simple and suitable for system with shorter time from requirement 
product completion. 
It allows backtracking and iteration in order to accommodate any change that 
may occur during system development 
It is easy to identify deliverables or milestone for each stage which will allow 
better management for activities of the folJowing stage. 
Various advantages offered by prototyping 
enables errors and weakne ses to be detected earlier 
ensures the ystern meet th performance goals or con traint 











promotes understanding of interaction between modules and sub- 
modules. 
As Field Service System is developed to overcome the weaknesses of the current 
field service management system, user requirements are very essential. Prototyping 
is very useful in the sense that it helps to elicit and clarify the user requirements for 






















A good software development practice start with a good system analysis. 
Before developing a system, the objective of the system must be understood first, by 
eliciting the functional and non-functional requirements of the system. After 
understanding the requirements thoroughly, analysis is conducted to choose the 
appropriate tools, architecture, model or techniques to develop a good y tern. Thi 
phase involves all the activitie ne e ary to determine y tern r quirement . 
According to Kendall & Kendall a requirement is a feature f th y tern or the 
description of something the , y tern i capa Jc of d ing in rder fulfill the 
system's purpose. Requirement are divided int tw at ri : fun ti nal anti n n- 
functional requirements. 
4.2 Functional Requirements 
A functional requirement de crib an int nth 
en· Vuonment. It also de cribes how the tern h uld b ha \, h n 0iv n a rtain 
stimuli. Functional requirement are . tat 111 nt f th Fi Id 
should provide, how the yst m hould r a t t particular input and h v tem 
should behave in particular situation. The functional r quir ment tat d below could 
be cat gorized int five di tinct ection that are cu tomer ervice caJl module, user 
manage . · rn nt m dulc, • al' rnana 111 nt m dule technician module and technical 










4.2.1 Login Module 
This module allows different level of user access to the Field Service System 
via a valid userID and password. It will include features like enable users to change 
their password, which is an essential functionality in user account management. 
a) System access 
o User shall be able to access to the ystem via login by u ing a valid u er ID 
and password. 
o If user entered a wrong ID or pa sword y tem hall be able t general an 
appropriate message that inform the u er regardin thi matt ir. 
o The system shall be able to direct a us r t th ri ht fun ti n after th 
authenticati n pr es by n rat in differ nt t cm i '\l f r dif 'r int I' 'I 
of user. 
o User hall be able to log ut ecurely fr m th 
b) Change password 
o The ystem haJJ all w u r I 
4.2.2 Service all Mana ernent Module 
se · rvice and check the rvi e talus thr ugh Internet. It will also provide customer 










a) Service request 
o Customer shall be able to place a service order at anytime where they are 
allowed to report their problems using the web form. 
o The system shall be able to generate and assign a unique service number for a 
particular service order from the customer. 
b) Order status 
o Customer shall be able to view the reported problem or ervice order that 
already placed. 
o Customer shall be able to check the tatu f ervi rd r fr m tirn tim 
b) Contract and product details 
0 The system hall allow a custom r to view and h k hi, /h r p rs nal d ctail . 
0 The system shall allow a i w detail in a ntra t 
agreement made between a cu t m r and the mpan . 
information uch a contract peri d Ii t f produ t und r pr v nti , 
maintenance and etc. 
4·2·3 User Management Module 
U er management m dule prepared mainly for tern administrator to 
ll'lan..,g "' e all the detail of a sy t m' user. The e include employee profile and 









a) Employee profile 
o System administrator shall be able to view all the employee's details such as 
type, IC number, contact number and etc. The system shall be able to 
generate and display different employee's list based on the user selection. For 
example, by employee's type. 
o System administrator shall be able to edit/modify an exi ting employee's 
record except ome fields such a employee ID. 
o System administrator shall be able to add a new employee' r cord. 
o System administrator shall be able to delete an existing mp! yee re rd 
when it is no longer available. 
b) Customer's profile 
o System admini trator hall be ab\ to view all th ust rn r • d tails 
location, type contact number and t . Th 
and display different cu tom r Ii t ba d n th u r 
by customer's type. 
r xarnpl 
4·2·4 Sales Management Module 
ale management rn dule pr pared mainly for Sales and Marketing 
Personnel to manag all the detail r information related to a customer. These 
include ust mer pr file pr du Id t a u tamer and ervice agreement between 










a) Customer profile 
o Sales and Marketing personnel shall be able to view all the customer's details 
such as location, type, contact number and etc. The system shall be able to 
generate and display different customer list based on the user selection. For 
example, by customer's type. 
o Sales and Marketing personnel shall be able to edit/modify an existing 
customer's record except some field such a customer ID. 
o Sales and Marketing personnel shall be able to add a new cu tamer r cord. 
o Sales and Marketing personnel hall be able to d lete/dea ti ate an exi tin 
customer's record when it i no longer available. 
b) Customer's product 
o Sales and Marketing personnel haJI b ab! t all th' pr du ts s Id t a 
particular customer. Thi in Jud th pr du t part nurn 'r rial nuru ir 
period of warranty and tc. 
o Sales and Marketing per onnel hall b abl t dit/m dif an pr du t f r a 
particular customer. For 'amp! 
warranty for a pr du t th 
the data. 
hall all ' aut h riz d p r nn l to update 
0 ales and Marketing per onnel hall be able to add new product(s) for a 
parti ular ust m er. 
0 al ·s and Murk .tin p ·r. 1111 J • hall e a le to delete any product for a 









c) Contract management 
o The system shall be able to display the list of all the customer's contract in 
different order based on the user selection. 
o Sales and Marketing personnel shall be able to view the details of a 
customer's contract such as contract period, date of service, list of products 
under preventive maintenance and etc. Sales and Marketing personnel shall 
be able to edit/modify an existing service agreement. 
o Sales and Marketing personnel shall be able to add new contract for a 
particular customer. The ystem hall enable authoriz d u er t atta h 
product(s) to a new contract when it i created. 
o Sales and Marketing per onnel shall be able t d l t /d a ti at an e i tin 
service agr cment when it i n 1 ng r a ailabl . 
d) Parts management 
o The system shall allow u er to iew th part d tail and its a ailabilit 
especially for the technician and te hni al manager. 
o Sales and Marketing p r onn I hall b ab! edit/m dif an 1 part 
information. 
4.2.s Dispatch Management Module 
Di patch mana ernent module i prepared f r technical manager to manage 
Rcrvj • or·d ·r",, ,,. ut · w rk rd ·r. 1· t h d h d I I · · t · 1 V · o c 1 pa c an sc e u e l ·r nuo.uis o JO )S. anous 









a) Work order listing 
The work order list brings the list of current work orders directly to the 
technical manager in a list format. It provides an easy way for the technical manager 
to view at selective technician, or all technicians and selective work order status. 
o The technical manager shall be able to sec work order listing allocated to a 
particular technician or elect to sec work order that have particular staru .. (i.e 
unassigned, awaiting parts etc). 
o The technical manager shall be able to convert new sen ic ' ord T lo work 
order. 
o Servic · order details shall b · view ·cl 111 com pl ·t · d .iails b ' clirkiug 011 a 
s .rvicc ord T no in the list. 
b) Schedule 
The dispatch screen offer a vi ual and graphi al r pr ntati n ft hni ian , 
Workload and schedules. Each work rd r i r pr nt d n th' i p·11 h . r' n in a 
row and column format. It helps the t chni al mana r t 
tee) · · ln1c1ans to the right job ' ith inf rmati n n th ir urr nt 
availability. 
h dul and 
0 The techni al ma nag ir . hall b ab! to vi w at the ork orders that are 
di played graphically 111 a row and column format on the schedule with 
summarize informati n uch a ervice order no a igned time and date. 
0 Th' t · .hni al man a r hall be a le t a . ign r reas ign work order to the 










C) PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT 
Preventive maintenance enables the technical manager to manage the details of the 
service agreement, ensuring the rights parts, the right technician are in the right place al 
the righl lime. 
o The technical manager shall be able lo view the list of all upcoming sen ice 
agreement by month. 
o The technical manager shall be able to vr .w each customers pr '\1c11liH: 
maintenance contract. This is to .nsurc that contract obligations ar · d .liv 'red. 
o The technical manag .r shall be ab!' lo com Tl th' pr .v ·11ti' ' maintenance 
inlo work order. 
d) Customer qualification 
Customer qualification allow the te hni al mana r t ,, th "bi pi turc f 
ap . articular cu tomer who reque t f r er i ord r. 
o The technical manager hall be ab! i vv at th 
each work order in the work rder Ii tinz v hi h in lud inf rrnati n ab ut 
the customer' 1 cati n r quir d d ripti n dat and tim r d 
of each service order. 
0 The technical manager hall b able to heck d tail of customer's 
Warranty/ ervi e agreement cov rage. 
0 The t • hni al manager hall be able t view all the products installed at the 
ust m ·r s I ati n. 










Various reports can be generated to help the technical manager to see how 
service operation is functioning. 
o The technical manager shall be able to view closed work order report by 
month and year. 
o The technical manager shall be able to view technician productivity report, 
category service rate report during the selected month and year. 
4.2.6 Work Order Management Module 
Work order management module i prepared to h Ip te hni ian b tier prepare 
for work order by providing technician a ' .ntial/n 
service and product information f r ea h w rk rder that i 
technician will be able t oncentrat n c utin j rath r than ath irinu 
customer details. A technician could he k th ir j n av cb r v • 'rat th', tart f 
the day, plan their day's travel and w rkload and th n at th nd 
Work done and the parts used straight into th 
in this module are: 
in ludc 
a) Work order schedule 
Work rder , hcdulc i. pr idcd f r the technician to acce and keep track of 
their daily job schedule. Te hnician can nl i w their per onal schedule. 











o The work order schedule shall be arranged according to date in an ascending 
order. 
o The technician shall be able to change the status of each work order ( i.e in 
progress, awaiting parts, completed etc). 
b) Work order details 
The system provide the technician with cu tamer's information that i only 
relevant to the work order so that they do not have to earch through a mountain of 
information for some simple data. 
o The technician hall be able to view the d tail inf rmati n [ a h ' rk 
order on the work order ch dule ere n. he inf rrnati n in Jude 
cust mer's inf rmati n de. 
work order being a signed. 
o The technician hall be able 
all dnt an I rim · f th' 
I \ th hi t r 1 that ha b n 
performed at the cu tamer Jocati n. Thi inf rrnati n 1 • rted in date rd r, 
With the mo t recent information di pla d fir t. 'I his S<T' .u sh \\',' th' 
dcscriptioll of th ST\ ic ' hiS(OI ' th' pr bl '111. and th' r 'Solution: 
c) Parts availability 
The sy: tern pr vide the technician with part tatu and parts availability data in 
rea) time. 









d) Service report 
Closed work order report forms are common after each service order is 
completed. It is best to implement it electronically as the data can be stored for easy 
retrieval later on and it helps to maintain detailed service history for reference later. 
o The technician shall be able to fill out the details description of the work 
done, start work date and time, closed date and time and total hours and 
minutes spent on the work order. 
o The technician shall be able to change the status of the completed work order 
to "completed". 
o The technician shall be able t claim f r all wan e rtirne 
mileage claims etc for each work order. 
e) Solutions reference 
When work i done the techni ian ha , nt r hat \ a 
report. By allowing all work to be it pr vide ar h 
knowledge and a way to encourage the haring f kn l d b th te hni ian . 











4.3 Non-Functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirement is essential definition of the system properties 
and constraints under which a system must operate. It is a description of other 
features, characteristics, and constraints that define a satisfactory system. Mostly 
system users might expect certain degree of non-functional requirement. Some of the 
non-functional requirements for Field Service System are: 
a) User-friendliness 
For a system to be popularized, it mu t be ea ily under toad by the u er . Th 
users need not know what happen behind the y tern but thr ugh th , tern u er 
interface, users are uppo ed t get whatever they want ea ii ar m 
'scheme's provided to m a ure whether a y t r ·I 
° Consistent, in term of er en d ign and di pla I'd. 
0 Accommodation of any level f u r. It mu t b us r fri mdl t ·11! tar 'I 
users, the students, teachers a w 11 a th par nt 
0 High degree of under tandability and a aid t mu h f rn m rizati n I 
event and command for th u r . 
b) Reliability 
I\. ysiern i rclia le if it d e not produce dangerou or costly failures in the 
typical user nvironrnent and data int grity i pre erved. This definition recognizes 
that a sy, tern may not alway be used in way f ' hich its de igner expects. Field 
Ser · vi ' ' yst .m must le a r slia le yst 'm in providing . ervices accurately and 










technician must be able to access the appropriate customer's information at the right 
time. 
c) Correctness 
A program or system must operate correctly or it provides little value to its 
users. Correctness is the degree to which the software performs its required function. 
To ensure this application quality, lots of testing and trial-and-error will be arried 
out. 
d) Efficiency 
A system is said to fulfill the efficiency requir ment wh n it r 
procedure can be called, accessed and functionin w 11 t ut m is r 
output at a pace or speed acceptable by the u ers. Field 
to Provide hon loading time and re pond time (mor riti al if the mi nlin ). 
Slow loading and respond time might cau e the u r t ait and di urag th m 
from using the system again. Re pon e time in retrieving information 
service order status, generating report and view w rk rd r inf rmation h uld b 
Within a reasonable time interval. 
e) Modularity 
Modularity mean the sys tern is r ken int mall module o that di tinct 
fun lions of obje ·t, ·ould b • isolat id fr m net an ther ther. This will make the 










portion by portion and not involving the whole system. In Filed Service System, 
modularity of program module is applied as this will lead to easy modification in 
future. 
0 Maintainability 
This may be defined qualitatively as the ease with which software can be 
understood, corrected, adapted and enhanced. A product i maintainable if the 
programs are easily modified and tested in the case of updating a process to meet a 
new requirement, correcting errors, or move to a different computer y tern. 
g) Functionality 
The functionalities stressed here are the s ar hing and retric in apa ilit 1 
Which is very important in any web applications that d al with data r tri ~ al fr m 
existing database. Beside , navigation and brow ing featur a 11 a appli c ti n 
domain-related features will be taken into account. FS hould b op ratin 
successfully according to client's specifications. Inf rmation in th F mu t up 
to date so that the y tern erves it purpo in pr viding corr t and up to dat ork 
Order information and statu to the technical manag r or t hni ian. 
h) Security 
User must I in with th ir rr t us er and pa word to prevent 
unauthoriz.ed a· '. s int th· sy. l m. 1 iffer ·nt Jc ·I f u er will have different 










4.4 Development Requirements 
4.4.I Development Side Hardware Requirements 
The hardware requirements for the system's development environment are as 
stated in Table 4.1 below: 
Table 4.1: Development Side Hardware Requirements 
Hardware Components Requirements 








192 MB of RAM or higher (256MB re 
6 GB of hard disk pac or higher 
SVGA or other compatible m nit r 
r other Keyboard 
- 3 Y2 " floppy di k drive 
-CD-ROM 
- Modem and Network Card 









4.4.2 Development Side Software Requirements 
stated in Table 4.2 below: 
Table 4.2: Development Side Software Requirements 
Software Components Requirements 
Operating System Microsoft Window 2000 
Profes ional 
Web Server Internet Information Server (US) 
Database Server Micro oft SQL erver 2000 
Authoring Tool Micro oft Vi ual Studio.NET 
Development Language ASP.NET 
Data Acee s Technique ADO.NET 
Web Browser Internet Explorer 6.0 
Graphics De ign Tool Photoshop Adobe 5.5 or high r 
a) Development Platform - Microsoft Window 2000 Profe nal 
Why cnoo e this operating sy tern? 
0 Microsoft Wind w 2000 erver ha. been ar und f r quit om time mo t 
user , in hiding tho e are not technically ound are familiar with it. 
b) Devclopmenf Web erv er ~Mi -rosoft Int •1·11 ·t Information er ice 










o Internet Information Services (IIS) is the Windows component that makes it 
easy to publish information and bring business applications to the Web. 
o US makes it easy for you to create a strong platform for network applications 
and communications. 
c) Database management system - Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Why choose this database server? 
o SQL Server provides powerful and scalable support for large databa e and 
complex queries. 
° Features provided by SQL erver en ure ea y-to-u e f r databa 
administrators in building, managing and depl yin bu in appli ati n . 
0 The data transformation service make it ea y t imp rt ex rt and trans f rm 
heterogeneous data u ing OL Databa c p n ataba 
(ODBC) or text-only files. 
nne ti it 
d) Development Language -ASP.NET 
Why choose this Language? 
o Better Language Support 
0 Programmable ontrols 
0 Event Driven Pr gramming 
0 User Authentication, with Account and R le 
0 High r alability 
0 In r as ·<J Perf rman · mpil 'cl de 










4.5 Client-Server System Requirements 
4.5.1 Client System Requirements 
Table 4.3: Client Hardware Requirements 
~ 
Hardware Component Requirements 




Other Related Devices Compatible Graphic Card, Compatible Sound 
Card 56K Modem/ mpatibl Ntw rk 
Interface ard, Macr m dia Plu -in 
--- 
Table 4.4: Client Software Requirements 
Operating System 
Internet Browser Internet Explorer 
Software Components Requirements 










4.5.2 Server Systems Requirements 
Table 4.5: Server Hardware Requirements 
- 
Hardware Component Requirements 
Processor Intel Pentium III 450 MHz I AMD 450 MHz 
processor or above 
>--- 
Memory 128 Mb of RAM or higher 
,__ 
Hard Disk Space Minimum of 6GB of Hard Disk Space - Other Computer Devices Compatible Sound Card, Graphic Card, Network 
Interface ard , Macromedia Plug-in 
Table 4.6: Sen er Software Requirements 
r-- 
Software Components Requirements 
0- perating System Window 2000 
~ 
Web Server Microsoft IlS 
rn- atabase Server Micro oft SQL Serv r 2000 
r-y-- nternet Browser Internet Explorer v 5 or other compatible 





















System Design is the creative process of transforming the problem into a solution; 
the description of solution is also called design. System design in an Information 
Technology environment context would not a complete success if there does not exist an 
understanding between the thinking complexities of the developer during the 
development of a system. This thinking complexity proce ses involve identifying goal 
alternatives of strategic steps during proce es such as design making deci ion and 
solving problems. 
Sy tern Design also is a pha e of the wat rfall that the entire r quirem nts f r th 
system are translated into y tern haract ri tic . h r quir menu f r y tern are 
regarding to the analy is that had b en dis u. hnpt ir. st im lesi ill 
includes the following i sues: 
o System Architecture De ign 
o Sy tern Functionality Design 
0 Database Design 










5.2 Overview of System Architecture 
The system architecture is based on the traditional client-server architecture. 
Basically, the software system is broken down into 3 tiers; the Presentation -tier, 
business-tier and database-tier. 
The Presentation-tier deals with the presentation of the system to the end user. 
This part is web-enabled and is developed u ing ASP.NET. Development in thi ection 
Involves work in Web design, Web authoring and web programming. The bu ine -tier 
does the processing behind the scenes. This part applie the busine rul and f rmatting 
to the data that is to be sent to the pre entation layer. The databa -ti r a 
database to read or write data. Thi tier deal with all the nn tivit ' ith the databa e. 
Client co1rtpute1· 
--D-- 
.J 'J_ :...r 'J_ .J 
u Bustness-tier' 
'J 'J- u 
u Da12lrase-tier 
Datahase 
/< igure 5.1: ' st im Ar ihi! iture 









5.3 System Functionality Design 
5.3.I System Structure Charts 
A large system can be decomposed into sub systems that provide some related set 
of services. Thus, this system structuring is the initial design process of identifying these 
sub systems and establishing a framework for sub system control and communication. 
Structure charts is used to depict the high level extraction of a pecification y tern. The 





Management Mana cmcnt 
Figure 5.2: Field Sen ice S stem Structure hart 
FS consi ts of four rnaj r part whi h ar th 
the sales Management section, th 
aJI Management section, 











Basically, the Service Call Management section is to let the customers to place 
service order where they can request service for the purchased product(s). They can check 
for the service status of the reported problem. Besides that, it also enables customers to 
view the contract details and product details. 





- ontra t 
detail 




tatu d 'tail 
Figure 5.3 Sen ice all Manag 111 111 tru itur luirt 
In Sale Management tion ale and Mark tins an i ' and ho 'k all th 
customers' data and part information. The e includ cu t m r pr fil pr du t old to a 
customer, ervice agreement betwe n a u tom r and th ompan and parts details for 
the company prcdu ts. lt als I t th al and Mark ting manages this information 
Where authorized per onnel can add modify and delete I deactivate any piece of customer 










Sales Management I 
I I 
View & Manage Print 
Check 
- Customer - Customer 
- Customer data list 
details - Parts - Product 
- Product information list 
details - Parts list 
- Contract 
details 
- Parts detail 
Figure 5.4 Sales Management tru lure hart 
In Di patch Management e ti n t hni al manag r an vi ' 
Order, work order and its details. Te hni al maria r an rd ·r and 
upcoming preventive maintenanc rd r t ' rk rd r. '~id . 'f 
can also view technician' workload and a ailabilit in raphi al r pr . entati n and 
assign/ , . reassign work order to th uitable t hni ian . h di pat h manag m nt ti Jl 
also let l . t ie technical manager check and iew th d tail information f the customers 
Wh' 











I Dispatch Management 
I 
- I I I I 
View Convert to Assign/ Generate & 
work order reassign Print 
- Work order 
- PM order - New service - Work - Closed work 
- Customer order order report 
qualification - PM order - Technician 
- Technician performance 
Workload - Equipment 
---- failure rate 
Figure 5.5: Dispatch Management Structure Chart 
In the work order management secti n te hnician an he k th ir dail hedul . 
The technician can view th r lcvant inf rrnati n r gardiu rd 'r that is 
assigned to them. Be ides that, it al o I t the t hni ian ar h f r th pa t . srvi 
SOI · Uhons as reference and check for part a ailabilit . Th t hni ian an • ubmit 1 • id 
Work Order and expense claims. 
Work Ord r Manag m nt 
View Search Submit 
-Work rdcr - olution - Service 
schcdul reference report 
- Work order - Part - Claims 
details a ailability 










5.3.2 Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 
Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is a method used to graphically characterize data 
processes and flows in FSS. DFD will depict the overview of the system inputs, process 
and outputs. The advantages of using DFD are: 
o Further understanding of the interrelatedness of modules and sub modules of SFA. 
0 Analysis of a proposed system to determine if the necessary data and processes 
have been defined. 
DFD is easy to be understood as it ha ymbol that pecify the phy ical a pect of 
implementation. There four basic symbol in DFD: ntity fl w f data proce and data 
stores. 




















The convention, which is used to design DFD are based on the work by C.Gane 
and T.Sarson. The data flow is conceptualized with a top-down perspective. So, the 
Context level Diagram will be drawn, followed by the Diagram 0. Diagram 0 is an 
overview process of all the major modules in PSS that includes all the data stores, entities 
and process involved. 
Service Ordor-----~--------j 
Us r Acccunt 
Information ------1 
Customer 
Various Inquiry Re1por11ea 
Sales & 
Mark ting 
r<----Ord r St tus-------, 
r<-----Contract D I lls 
Various Custom r Llst-----1 
Various Con1raC1 Llst----1 
Various Custom r's 
Product List 
Cuatom t Profile----' 





Perta Avallab lily Inquiry 
Fl Id 
Service 
Sy t m 
Work Ord r In! 1tnotl n 
11y 10tiltl 
ch clul d Work Ord r 
---TecMlcl n 0 tells----. 
Customer Contract lnfonna11on 
S r.rice Ord r Inform Iron 
Customer Product lnfonnahon 
'-------Repott---------' 













Valid User Information 
U serl D & Password UserlD & Password 
System '~ Sales & 
Administrator Validation Confirmation Validation Confirmation Marketing 
Validate 
UserlD & Password User UserlD & Pauword 
\ Technical 
Customer 1 Validation Confirmation Velidation Confirmation Manager 
userro & PauwOl'd VaUdatlon Confirm tlon 
' 
Technician 
Figure 5.8: Zero Level Diagram of Login Section 
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Process 
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5.4 Database Design 
Database design involves the process of designing the structure use to store 
and manage data. It transforms the unstructured information and the processing 
requirements of this project into representations that define the functional 
specifications. The database model use for this system is the relational database 
model. 
S.4.1 Data Dictionary 
Data dictionary or metadata can be defined a descripli n of the database 
structure and contents. Data dictionary define the fi ld field type and descripti n 
of each table. 
Database Name: FSS2 
l'abte Name: USER 
Priinary key: UserlD 










Table Name: EMP STATUS 
Primary key: Statu~ 
Description: Employee Status 
Table 5.3: Table of Employee Status ,..___ 
_!ield Name Type Len Description 
Status integer 4 Status number -- Status_ Descrip nvarchar 50 Status description 
Table Name: CUSTOMER 
Primary key: Cus ID 
Description: Cust~mer Profile 
Table 5.4: Table of Customer 
Field Name Type 
Cus ID nvarchar 
Cus:Name nvarchar 
Cus_ContactName nvarchar 
Cus_ ContactTitle nvar har 






Cus Fax nvarchar 
Cus:Email nvarchar 
Cus_Type integer 

















Table Name: STATE 
Primary key: State no 
Description: State i-;. Malaysia 
Table 5.6: Table of State ,__ 
J'.'!eld Name Type Len Description 
State No integer 4 State number i-- - 
~ate_ Descrip nvarchar 50 State name 
Table Name: PRODUCT 
Primary key: Pro No 
Description: Prod-;:-.ct sold to customer 
Table 5.7: Table of Customers Product 
Field Name 
Pro No 































Table Name: CONTRACT 
Primary key: Ctr No 
Description: Service agreement between customer and company 
Table 5.8: Table of Contract 
Field Name Type Len Description - Ctr No nvarchar 20 Contract number -- Ctr Period nvarchar 20 Duration of a contract r--_ - 
~tr_StartDate datetime 8 Contract start date 
~ LastUpdateDate datetime 8 Last renew date for a contract 
~EndDate datetime 8 Contract end date 
_3f _ServiceDate datetime 8 Date to provide ervice for cu tomer 
Ctr Amount nvarchar 10 Amount paid by customer for a contract ~ 
~r_Cus ID nvarchar 20 Cus ID 
~Status integer 4 Contract tatu 
Ctr_ ServiceStatus char 10 Contract erv1 e tatu 
Table Name: SERVICE ORDER 
Primary key: Svc No - 
Description: Service Order 
Field Name Len 
Svc No nvarchar 20 
Svc=Priority nvarchar 20 
Svc_ Problems nvarchar 100 
Svc_Date datetime 
Svc Time date time s - vc_Status integer 
Svc_Cus ID nvarchar 
Svc_Ctr No nvarchar 
Svc_TyPe integer 










Table Name: SERVICE TYPE 
Primary key: SvcType_No 
Description: Service type 
Table 5.10: Table of Service Type 
]!Id Name Type Len Description 
~Type No integer 4 Service type no 
~cType Name nvarchar 50 Service type description 
Table Name: STATUS 
Primary key: Status No 











~a.hie Name: PART 
rnnary key: Part No 
Description: Prod.;ct's Parts I omponent 







l'a.ble Name: PART ATEGORY Pr. - 
l) •nary key: ate ory _No 
escription: Part ategory 
Typ· 













Table Name: EMPLOYEE 
Primary key: Emp _ID 
Description: Employee 
Table 5.14: Table of Employee 
!eldName Type Len Description 
Emp ID nvarchar 20 User ID ,__ - 
Emp Name nvarchar 50 Employee's name t--_ - 
~p _Initials char 10 Employee's initials 
i!_mp _Gender nvarchar 10 Employee's gender 
Emp IC nvarchar 15 Employee's IC t--- - 
Emp Add nvarchar 80 Employee's addres ...__ - 
~-Zip nvarchar 10 Employee' addres po tcode 
~p_City nvarchar 20 Employee' address city 
Emp_State integer 4 Employee's address state 
~-Country nvarchar 50 Employee' addres country 
~-Phone nvarchar 15 Employee' hou e phone number 
~-Mobile nvarchar 15 Empl yee' hand phone number 
~-Email nvarchar 30 Employ e' email addre 
Emp_Status integer 4 Empl yee ' r l 
Table Name:WORK ORDER 
Primary key: WO No 
Desc · · - ription: Work Order 
Table 5.15: Table of Work Order 
Field Name Type 
Wo~N~o----~-i_:__~~~~--1---,--+-:-:~~~~--:-~~~~~~-j 
- mteger 
WO _Date datetime 
Wo _Time datetime 
~O_D~i~s,~)N~o-t-e~-t--n-va_r_c~ha-r~~-+-:::-:::--:::-+-;:;:::--:---:---;-~~---;~-:-~~~~--i 
O _Status integer 
Wo _SvcNo nvarchar 










Table Name: SERVICE REPORT 
Primary key: SvcRep_N~ 
Description: Service Report 
Table 5.16: Table of Service Report 
}letd Name Type Len Description 
~cRep_No integer 4 Service report number 
~cRep CompleteDate datetime 8 Work order complete date 
~Rep CompleteTime datetime 8 Work order complete time 
~Rep_ TotalHour integer 4 Total hour to complete work order 
SvcRep _Total Min integer 4 Total minutes to complete work 
,..____ order 
~Rep_ Category integer 4 Category No 
~Rep Title nvarchar 100 Service report's title 
SvcRep Des nvarchar 1000 Description of re elution 
~Rep -Status integer 4 Sta tu No 
~ep SvcNo nvarchar 20 Svc No 
A.vcRep~ TechlD nvarchar 20 Tech ID 
~~.hie Name: ATEGORY 
•unary key: Category No 










Table Name: CLAIM 
Primary key: Cl No 
Description: Clahn 
Table 5.18: Table of Claim 
~Id Name Type Len Description 
CI No nvarchar 30 Claim Number ,____ 
~-Category integer 4 Claim's category 
CI Date datetime 8 Date of claim C--.::0 
CI Hour nvarchar 8 Total hour of claim t---..::'.- 
CI Min nvarchar 8 Total minute of claim 1---:::: 
!lTotal float 8 Total amount of claim 
~ReceiptNo nvarchar 30 Receipt Numb r 
~SvcRepNo integer 4 SvcRep No 
~vcNo nvarchar 20 Svc No 
CI_TechJD nvarchar 20 Emp ID 
Table Name: CLAIM CATEGORY p . - rnnary key: Claim No 
Description: Claim Category 










~a.hie Name: MONTH 
rnnary key: Month No 
Desc1·· ti M - 1P 1011: onth 
~ ~ame Type Len Description 
~No integer 4 Month number M - Onth_Name nvarchar 50 Month name 
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5.4 User Interface Design 
A definite interface will only emerge after some degree of modification and 
feedback, which will be done iteratively during the implementation phase. At this 
early stage, the user interface was decided to be easy for the users to understand and 
navigate. 
The designs of the interface followed these guideline: strive for consistency· 
interface design on the consistency format for command input, date di play, menu 
selection and placing the control objects, reduce the short term memory load; system 
users are not require to memorize the information from screen to creen during 






















System implementation is a process that converts the system requirements 
into program codes. This phase also describes how the initial and revised process 
design put into the real work. Therefore system implementation involved the 
translation of the software representation produced by the design into a computer 
readable form. 
For PSS, system implementation involved the ystem development 
environment, program coding and database implementation. Generally, the proces 
involved are installing Windows NT 2000 Professional Edition, in tailing Micro ft 
SQL Server 2000, installing llS (Internet Information Server), y tern pro ramming 
using ASP.NET, JavaScript and HTML, debugging and te ting. At the am time it 
also involved some modification to the previous de ign duet the han 
req · uirements. Each module in FSS wa developed parat ly and was int grate I int 
a fully functional sy tern once every module ha been te ted mp! t l . 
6·1.I Development Tools 
The basic development tool u ed in developing th Fi Id S r 
as shown in table below: 
Table 6.1: Basic Del elopment Tool 
ystem Micro ft Window 2000 












Graphics Design Tool Adobe Photoshop v7.0 
Web Browser Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 
6.2 Development of Field Service System 
G.2.I Database Implementation 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 is the backend for the Field Service System 
(FSS). It hosts the FSS database which is the data source for the whole application. 
The database is built according to the system requirements as depicted in system 
design. 
Manipulating data in the database is the mo t cru ial part in F 
development, as almost every process occurs within the appli ati n d als with data 
in the database. ADO.NET (data access trategy) ha been u ed to manipulate the 
data stored in SQL Server 2000. ADO.NET contain many cla e that a th 
process of building dynamic web application. 
In ADO.NET, different type of database has to be acce d u ing it ' n 
data p · . . . . rov1ders. A data provider in the .NET framework erves a a bndge b t een an 
application and a data ource. A data provider is u ed t retri ve data fr m a data 
source d an to reconcile hanges to that data a k t th data ur e. in e th QL 
Server data providers only talks to Micro oft Server versi n 7 or higher it's 
Optirn. 
IZed and extremely hist. Thu , crv r has been u: ed a the data provider 
for the F database, Thi, pr vider is lo at ·d in th ysicm. ata. qi lient 









databases. It contains the SqlConnection, SQLCommand, SqlDataReader and 
SqiDataAdapter classes. 
In order to access to the database, connection need to be created between the 
application and the FSS database. For this project, database connection string was 
specified in the Web.Config file. This eliminates the need to include the connection 
string in every code behind page. The steps below show how to use the Connection 
object to build the connection to the FSS database. 
1. Specify the connection string in the Web.Config file 
2· Import the narnespace and create a new databa e connection in the de 
behind page 
<::aPPSettings> 
<::actct k ey="dbconn" value="Data Source=localhost; Initial Catalog=FSS; 
<::/ User Id=sa; Password=fieldservice"/> 
appsettings> 
Figure 6.1: Database Connection String 
lrnport 
lrnp 6 System. Data 
orts System.Data.SqlClient 
Dirn S 
qlconn as New 
Sqlco . 
nnection(ConfigurationSetting.AppSettings("dbconn")) 
Figure 6.2: New Database 01111eclio11 
After the onn ti n Jui- b •n '. tablish xl, vari u, fun tion. c uld e 










records, update data as well as create or delete records. The ADO.NET command 
object contains the command (usually a SQL statement) we want to apply to the 
database. 
There are different methods of the command object that the author uses to 
execute the command. ExecuteReader is use to return a DataReader object when 
returning results as a stream of data. ExecuteScalar is u e to return a ingleton value 
while ExecuteNonQuery is use to execute command where no re ult are returned. 
Dim conn As New 
SqlConnection ( conf igurationSettings. AppSettings ( "dbconn")) 
Dim strqry As String 
strqry = "DELETE FROM (PRODUCT l WHERE Pro_No=' .. & s 1 ct_Pro & " ' " 
Dim cmd As New SqlCom.mand(strqry, conn) 




conn. Close ( ) 
End Try 
Besides the data reader bject the Data t obj ct i al o u d in database 
manipulation. Unlike the data read r mmand and connection objects that are 
d' 1scusscd above data ets are not data pr vider-dependent. The DataSet is a memory- 
' 
resident rcpr scniati 11 f data that pr vide a con i tent relational programming 
regardlc,, of th dat<J s ur .e. I\ data adapter i an o j ct that handle the process of 










Dim SqlConn As New 
Sqlconnection(ConfigurationSettings.AppSettings("dbconn")) 
Dim strqry As String 
Strqry == "SELECT * FROM [ CUS_TYPE l II 
D' 
D~m adcus As New SqlDataAdapter(strqry, conn) 
1m dscus As New Dataset 
~~Cus.Fill(dsCus, "Type") 
Type.DataSource == dsCus.Tables( "Type") 
DDType. DataBind ( ) 
conn. Close ( ) 
Figure 6.4: Using the DotcSet 
For testing purpose, some dummy data were ent red int the databa e during 
the development of Field Service y tern. Tho e data are n ied d t trace and debu 
the Written codes. 
6·2·2 System Coding 
System coding compri ing ftwarc pr grarnmin and prcliminar t 'Stin) f 
the Prototype model convert th pn r t m d i n int a \V rkin and fun ti nul 
system through the defined comput r-readabl , ur 
transfo 
rrns the structure charts J gical and ph i al data fl v 
interface d . . . es1gn into working prot typ m d J. Both pr 
de . Pr rrammina 
a well a 
tin hould 
Occu · 
r 111 parallel when thi proce happen . The te ting don in thi phase is the 
development testing. The preliminary te ting i important in that it helps to correct 
the ii di . 1 1v1dual m dul and the integration of multiple modules of the prototype 
111odcI. 










maintenance. To implement good programming algorithm and style become a very 
significant part of the project because it may cater for future enhancement. A flexible 
program can also be recycled. 
6·2·2.1 Coding Approach 
The proposed system is developed using both structural and modular 
programming where some modules are completed using top-down approach and 
others a . re completed using bottom-up approach. 
Structural programming extends the principles governing tructured design to 
the writing of the program. It is also based on the principles of the modularization 
that foll . ows from the top-down development. Structure i a method of rganizing 
and cod· mg program that simplifies control path o that the program can be a ily 
Understood and modified. Structure programming reduce complexity creat d when 
Program · Jump forward and backward t other part f the pr gram bs urin th 
logic a d fl n ow of the program. 
Modular programming is defined a breaking the application into \ ell- 
defined 1 · . ' ogical and manageable modules. By breaking the pr grammmg part th 
bottom -up approach reduces the complexity of the sy tern a well a making the 
deve] 0Pment much easier. Sub module are fir t de elop d int grat d lat r into 
larger modules only when all the ub module have be n te ted to be working and 
functio · nmg as required. The proce s will ontinue and end wh n the ov rall stem 
IS IUOde]ed. 










functionality and each module was developed individually. These was then integrate 
together to form the FSS in whole. 
6·2·2.2 Coding Principles 
Good coding practices are essential to keep the proposed system consistent, 
maintainable and readable. By practicing good coding, the program written will be 
much clearer and more understandable. The following section di cusses some of the 
important coding principles implemented in the FSS development : 
a) Indenting, formatting and commenting the code to increase the program s code 
readability. 
b) Using a variable naming convention consi tently t incr a th pr ram 
consistency and maintainability. 
c) Using sub function at the code behind, include file and u r ntr I fil .a 
allow certain procedures available to many A P.NET file and HTM pa . It 
eases the messy work of correcting all A P.N T page when makin han n 
the Procedures. This ensures the system maintainability. 
6.2.3 ASP .NET Application 
In Visual Studio.N T, developing web appli ation in ol building 
Proces · 
·sing and debu )gin 1 web form (A P.N T page ) in a continuous basis. 
Diff 
erent methods an be us d 1 stru tur a w f rm either by u ing cripting 
block 










the top of an .aspx file, separated from the HTML code. For the latter, ASP.Net 
codes are not included in the .aspx file, but are moved to a code behind page 
(.aspx.vb). The author has used the second method in developing the system. 
6.2.3.1 Web Form 
A web form is an .aspx page that contain mainly the HTML code with 
combination of ASP.NET web controls. Development tage of FSS involve 
designing and creating multiple web forms. For example in the ales Management 
Module of FSS, form use to add a new part i reated thr ugh th u e [the ariou 
HTML elements and web ontr I . Table. ar in rt d and ar full ali n t suit the 
outlook of the information in ide a f rm. Appropriate f rrnattin i, al. HJ pli d in 
order to get a b uer layout. igurc be! w h th partial de, uud in 
AddPart.aspx file for creating a form t add a nex part int th databa , 
<table> 
<tr> 
<td style="WIDTH: 119px; HEIGHT: 24px" align="! ft''c-Part N :</td> 
-ctd style="WJDTI : 52px· H I H : 24p •" Ali n="t p"> 
-casp.textbox id="txtNo" runat="server" la ="te ·tbox"></a p:textb x></td> 
«Iu> 
<tr> 
-ctd style="WIDTH: 119px· H I HT: 2 p ·" align="left">Mod I :</td> 
<td stylee'Wl TH: 52px· H I HT: 2 px"> 
-casp.textbox id="txtModel" runate" er er" 
CssClass="textbox"></a p:t tb ></td> 
</tr> 












<td style="WIDTH: 119px; HEIGHT: 30px11>Quantity :</td> 
<td style="WIDTH: 52px; HEIGHT: 30px11> 
<asp:textbox id="txtQuantity" runatevserver" 
CssCJass= "Textlsox 11 ></asp: textboxc-c/td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td style="WIDTH: 119px; HEIGHT: 28px11>Description .c/td> 
<td style="WIDTH: 52px; HEIGHT: 28px"> 
<asp:textbox id=11txtDescrip" runatevserver" Cssf.lasse'Textbox" 
TextMode= "Multil.ine 11 Rows= 11511></asp:textbox></td> 
</tr> 
</table> 
Figure 6.5: HTMLTable Tag 
Besides producing and displaying table and graphic A P.N T ff r 
another set of controls for the use of web form programmer which i th web crver 
controls I web controls. Throughout the devcl pment f F web ntr I that me 
With the ASP.NET are used in preference mo t of the time a compar d t H ML 
controls. Web controls are reu able component that can p rform th sam w rk a 
traditional HTML controls, but have the additional benefit of b ing pr gramrnabl 
Ob" ~ects. In other words, they can be programmatically a cess d ju t lik an other 
·NET b' 0 ject or class, respond to events, get/set propertie and d all th th r thing 
Ob' 
Jects do. Figure below show an example of A P.N T 
DropdownJist. 
b ntr 1 - 
'asp·ct · ropdownlist id=11DD u 11 runat="scrver" atavalue ield=11 u I " 
DataTextField=" us_lD" Width=11120 x"></a, p.dr pd wnlist> 










6.2.3.2Processing Form Using Code Behind 
After designing and creating form using .aspx file, the next step is to program 
the code behind page. Code behind is the page that handles and executes all the 
events triggered by the web server controls such as button, datagrid, dropdownlist 
and etc. Scripting delimiters <% ....... %> have to be inserted into HTML page for the 
server-side execution. The .aspx web form and the .aspx.vb code-behind page is link 
by using a single line of code as shown in below: 
<%@Page Language="vb'' AutoEventWireup="false" 
Coctebehind="AddPart.aspx.vb" Inheritse'Field'Service y tem.AddPart" %> 
Figure 6.7: Codes That Link the .a px Web Form and .aspx.vb ode Behind Page 
Figure 6.8 shows the partial code extracted from Di play u .a p . b a d 
beh· ind page for DisplayCus.aspx. It show how the vent hand! r de 
for the d . atagnd web control. 
Private Sub dgProduct SelectedindexChanged(ByVal sender As 
System.Object~ ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
dgProduct.Select dindexChanged 
dgProctuct. Selecteditem.Attribu s. Item( "onmouseover") = 
"this.style.cursor='hand'" 
dgProctuct.s 1 ct dit m.A ributes.Remove("onmouseout") 
btnUpdate2.Enabled =True 









6·2.4 Scripting Language 
As described previously, ASP.NET is able to deliver client/server side 
s . . 
cnptrng. It supports client side scripting such as Javascript that is executed at 
client's web browser. For FSS, Javascript has been used to handle some minor 
fu . 
nctions in order to reduce overhead at the server. 
An example of the function is to generate a new password for each new user 
.Figure below illustrates a simple JavaScript function. 
<scri 
-::i Pt language="JavaScript" type="text/JavaScript"> 
v~;- !/Add as many characters to theCharacters 
11 theCharacters=" abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzO 123456789" 
PasSet this to equal the amount of characters you want in your sword 
var th P e asswordLength=6 
funct · 
ion generatePassword() { 
var Password = "" 
var i == 0 
var randomString = o 
























6·2·5 Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) 
Cascading Style Sheet is used to gain better control of the interface design. 
CSS apply uniform styling to similar elements wherever they appear in the 
application. For example, by specifying the style of a textbox, all the texboxes in 
Web forms with their property set to this CssClass will have the uniform appearance. 




border-right: #c7ccdc lpx solid; 
border-top: #c7ccdc lpx solid; 
border-left: #c7ccdc lpx solid; 
border-bottom: #c7ccdc lpx solid; 
font-size:Spt; 




border-right: darkgrey lpx solid; 
border-top: darkgrey lpx solid; 
border-left: darkgrey lpx solid; 
order-bottom: darkgrey lpx solid; 
font-size:Spt; 
font-family: Tahoma, verdana, 'Times New Rom n'; 
{SubHeader 
border-top: 3px groove; 
font-weight: bold; 
font-size: lOpt; 
Color: #330066· f , 
tont-fa~ily: Tahoma, Verdana, Times New Roman; 
ext-align: right; 










In order to apply the styles which are specified in CSS to items on a page, the 
<link> element can be used. The following line can be inserted inside the 'Header' of 









Figure 6.1]: Line of Code That Links the .aspx Web Form and CSS File 
6·2·6 User Controls 
User contr I ar web f rm en ap ulat d int r u able ntr I. Th y are 
Used to hold repctitiv bl 
user control is saved with an .a 
that rnan 1 111 a v eb . it ' nc I. J\ 
fil xt ·n i n and an b all d fr m any f the 
ASP.NET pages in the application. U r ntr l arc u d in 
bar and 
menu bar for all th f a h rn dul 
the head r 
w: the 
codes th 
at should be in erted in th .a p · fil 10 rder t u th u er ontr l 
Regl.ster TagPre ix="ucl" TagName="Sa es Mar etingMenu" Src::" 1 . - Re . ·· Controls/Sales_MarketingMenu.ascx" %> 
9l.ster TagPrefix="ucl" TagName="FssHeader" 













<P align="left"><ucl:fssheader id="FssHeaderl" 
runat="server" 












Figure 6.12: User Controls 
6·2·7 Debugging 
Debugging i an a tivity f findin and Iixin th 
Progran d 
· 1 oes not have any 
debug · gmg a programmer i 
rr r it d e n t m 
able t Ira th err r and al the am· time ' rro t r 
f' ix the error. 
There are variou typ f rr r that xi. t in th Thi 111 lu I• 
compilation error run-time error and l gi rr r. u kil , Mi ft Visual 
Stud· N 10· ET tool pro ide the f ature t id ntif mpilnii n rr r and run-time 
errors }.J 
· iowever programm rs ne d to id ntif and locate the logic errors by 
themselves. 
The d bugger u ed for the de elopment of FSS is the Microsoft Debugger 
and wi h 
It the help of the Internet Explorer bro ser. When and error occurs, the 
browser Will di play the error type and notifying which file and which line of the 











prompted by the Microsoft Visual Studio.NET. 
Sometimes, with this message, an experienced programmer will be able to 
notify and correct the corresponding error. However, a new programmer will need to 
debug the program line by line to detect the error. A breakpoint often used to trace 






















System testing refers to verification and validation of the program coded to 
solve the problem. Verification involves ensuring that the characteristics of a good 
design are incorporated into the program and the system is actually operates in the 
way it is expected to be. On the other hand, validation is used to test the execution of 
the Program and to check whether system meets the requirements. 
System testing plays an important role in the proce of sy tern development. 
It is a process of executing a program with an int ntion of finding bugs error or 
defects that present in the system. System te ting al o can be defined a the proce 
of analyzing soft.ware item to det ct the differ nc b l\ een e ti ting and requir 
COnd· . Ihon and to evaluate the featur f th it ms, 
After the coding and irnplernentati n pr ce , i d ne, th te tin phas 3 will 
begin. Jn thi tag many types ft stin arc don' t 
final system will perform a what it h uld b . ~ an t 'P'· 
in 11 r du t r th 
before the sy tern i relea ed t th u r t 
a 
ccording to it specifi at ion and v r fun ti n imp! em nted in H pr ram w rks 
correctly. 
T ting i not the fir t plac wh re faultfindin ur but t ting i focused 
On f 1nding fault and th r are man ,, a t rnak th te ting efforts more efficient 










7.2 Testing Concepts 
Based on the research by Alka Jarvis, four basic concepts related to software 
testing are: 
a) Error Detection 
o Involves inspections and walkthroughs to detect error. 
o At the unit level, test strategies based on functional testing 
o At the system level, involves functional testing or behavioral te ting. 
b) Error Removal 
o Involve debugging and trategies for identifying where the error occur 
in the code and removes it. 
o Strategie uch a perf rrning tra , ntin trap identif in " rr r 
tate" and identifying th al rithm fun ti n r 111 dul ~ 111 whi h th 
err r urr d 
c) Error Trackin 
o To find and orr ct th au 
d) Regression Te ting 
o Testing to. if th fix r r v rk t th fix s th' rr r fi · 
f rr r a it i t fix th' irr r itself 
it in on pla and br ak it in anoth r or br ak th ode in other places 
without actually fixing it at th point in the oftware where the fix was 










7.3 Testing Objectives 
The purpose of testing is to uncover the presence of errors or faults in 
software. It shows that a good test is one that has a high probability of finding an 
undiscovered error. A successful testing will result in quality software of which with 
fewer errors and work according to specification and performance requirements. 
Testing can reveal different classes of errors with a minimum amount of time and 
effort. 
Testing is a major quality control mea ure that i performed to en ure that the 
program executes correctly and confirm to the pecified requirement . It provide a 
method for detection and rem val of err r a well a t te t f r tern r liability. 
7.3.1 Types of Faults 
When n bvi us fault •isL pr ram L I'. tc J t is lat' m r · fault. 
creating condition wh re th 
1111Portant to know kind of fault 
d ~ n t r 'a t a, plann id. Th 'r .Ior , it h 
k. ault an b at' rized as f II w : 
a) Algorithmic Fault 
Alg rithrni fault ur h n a mp n nt' al rithrn r 1 gic does not 
produ e the pr p r output f r a i n input b au something is wrong with 
lb proce ing t p . Th fault are ea to spot by reading through the 
program (call de k checking) or by submitting input data from each of the 
different cla e of data that we expect the program to receive during its 









I. Testing for the wrong condition 
II. Forgetting to initialize variables or set loop invariants. 
III. Forgetting to test for a particular condition (such as when division by zero 
might occur) 
b) Syntax Faults 
Syntax fault can be checked while parsing for algorithmic faults. Thi will 
ensure that the con truct of programming language i u ed properly. 
Microsoft does not come with a compiler to catch yntax faults before web 
pages can only be traced after the web page have been publi hed. 
c) Documentation Fault 
When the d um ntati n d '. n t mat h ' hat th' a1 Ii ati 11 d is, th' 
application ha a d um ntati n faults. . uall , d um ntati n 1 d ri d 
from y. tern de ign and pr ' ripti n f whut th pr iruru 
doe but the imp! m ntati n f th' fun ti n: is fault and su h faults an 








7.4 Types of Testing 
As described previously, the purpose of testing is to ensure the resulting 
component of program as well as the program as a whole fulfill the requirement 
specification and to eliminate faults in the program. Due to errors that had been done 
during the system development or system design, faults and failures may happen 
even when the entire system has been developed. Therefore, the main idea of testing 
is to demonstrate correctness of the program identify the errors in the system coding 
or the system design. The fault that are discovered during the te ting procedure 
Will be corrected. 
Te ting involves the perati n f the tem under c ntr lied nditi n 
both normal and abnormal and valuating th res ult . Ji erate attempt, ar tak n 
to make thing go wr ng f r th d terrnine h ther thin happ n wh n 
The testing pr arri d ut in 
itself i cornpo ed of modul ugh 
d"f 1 ferent stages of te ting ' hi h 
system te ting. 
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7.4.I Unit Testing 
Unit testing focuses on evaluating individual modules within a program. A 
module is tested independent of other modules. The sub function and input forms are 
verified and the flow from page to page is tested first. It is followed by the testing of 
the relation between pages and shared-data integrity. The main objective of unit 
testing is to ensure program accuracy, data integrity usability and efficiency at the 
module level. 
In unit testing, dynamic analy is te t i undertaken. Dynamic te t require the 
module to be executed on a machine. To do thi white-box te ting i conducted. 
White-box testing is a te t case design meth d that u e the ntr I tru lure f the 
Procedural de ign to derive te t ase. It an be ndu t d in parall I f r multiple 
modules. 
The step for unit te ting are : 
a) Manually examin the od irnpl 1 ju. t fr rn reading thr u rh it tr 111 
algorithm and ynta r 
b) Comparing the ode ' ith th ifi ati n d find and al v ith th' d 11 I 
neces ary t en ure all r 1 ant a ar 
c) Compile the d and liminate r mainin max fault . 











Unit Test Case Example 
Unit testing was carried out on each function once it was completed. If it was 
tested to be functioning correctly, development of the next function was carried out. 
Else debugging was carried out to identify the error before having it tested again. 
Figure 7.1 shows partial test cases for unit testing on the function of adding a new 
service order into the database. This function is found in Service Call Management 
lllodule. 
Table 7.1: Test Cases for Service Call Management Module 
rd r is 
1 Key in User JD and With valid l and The all main 
password. pa, w rd all pa e full 
lick th I in bull n. main \ ill b> di~j Ill I'd. 
displa d. 
from the dropdownli t. r at'd 
Fill 111 data in th nt d an aut -in r im ntcd 
'problem fi Jd. ord r numb r rder number is 
the ubrnit butt n. rat d and displayed. 
di pla ed. 
l)esc ·· · ••phon: nti e maintenance or warranty service) who have 
101)' 










administrator, staff from Sales and Marketing, technical manager and technician) 
Will not have the right to access this module. Only customers with warranty service 
can request for service. In order to place a service order, customers have to select a 
particular product from the list and fill in the related problems. An auto-incremented 
service order number will be showed when customers click on the submit button. 
7.4.2 Integration Testing 
The integration proces is carried out after the unit te ting ha been done. 
When satisfied that individual components or module are working correctly and 
meet the sy tern objective during the unit te ting the m dul are then mbined 
into a working sy tern. everal independ nt m dules rnbin d int a, in 
cause some unpredicted and une cpe ted rr r that are relat d t th 
int gr.ui n i. u S • t 'lllUli 
constructing the appli ation while t 
of different omponent or module . 
un v r err rs a, iat ·d v ith int rfa in 
One of the obj ti f ndu tin int grati n t a tin d t .rminc 
Whether the group of pr gram int rfa e i r not. F r ~ mmpl links 
button in the main pag it own sub pages 
and Other module r n t hen all th modul ha b n integrated. 
Another objective i to en ur that the different unit-tested modules in FSS 
can function moothly together to the exaction of the system requirements. The 
l11ajor nccms here ar the hared data user privilege and security. 









such as Bottom-up integration, Top-down integration, Big-bang integration and 
Sandwich integration. For this system, Bottom-up approach has been used. When 
this method is used, each component or module at the lowest level of the system 
hierarchy is tested individually first. Then, the next components to be tested are those 
that call the previously tested ones. This approach is followed repeatedly until all the 
components or modules are included in the testing. 
After finishing the integration testing tho e errors and faults discovered were 
corrected as soon as po sible in order to proceed to the ystem te ting pha e. 
7.4.3 System Testing 
After all the module are completed th entire st m must 11 w be validat d. 
This validation is done by carrying ut the y t rn t tin pr c , . Te tin the wh le 
system is very diff rent fr m unit and int' rati n tcstinn. When un lcrc i111 th· 
system testing pro es th maj r differ n i, that rk ith th entire 
e . 
nvironment of the y t m uch a hard are, ft\ ar , data a 'S and mput •r 
systems. 
The objective of mt tin rif an alidate th fun ti nal and 
nonf uncti nal requir ment f th 
requirement of F 
Th fun ti nal and nonfunctional 
hapt r 4. 
There are e ral type of t m t ting that can be used to test a software 
system. However only three type of sy tern testing are used for this system. The 









a) Function Testing 
Function testing focuses on the functionality of the system. It is based on the 
system functional requirement. The process is to check whether the system 
provides the function to do the task, which it supposes to do. 
b) Security Testing 
The main objective of security te ting is to verify that protection mechanism 
built into the system wiJl protect it from improper penetration. For example 
security feature had been added into the ystem whereby u er are not be 
able to browse the page nee th y have logg d ut. Thi me hani m i t t d 
during system te ting. B ide that th ncr pti n and d er /pti n fun ti n: 
which are u ed in the appli ati n t rnanipulat all th u er pa. w rd als 
tested th r ughly. 
c) Performance Te ting 
This testing i carri d out aft r th fun ti n t tin :r pr . Wh 'nth' 
perform the fun tion r quir d b th r quir m nt th t , tin pr 
turn to te t th a in whi h tho e fun tion ar p rf rrned. Thu , the 
performanc te ting addre e th non-fun ti nal requirements. The purpose 
f thi te ting i t te t th run-time performance of this software within the 
context of an integrated 
instrum nt . 









7.5 Data test 
Test data was used in the execution of the program. For this system, a series 
of tests were conducted with data that are individually designed to represent the real 
environment as closely as possible. Three categories of data were used to execute the 
program and they are describe as follows : 
a) Normal Test Data 
Testing with normal te t data i a procedure whereby the program goe 
through a light and imple test to determine whether the pr gram run or not 
to determine it is error-fr . 
b) Extreme Test Data 
Te. ting with ttr m t '. t data i. a pr idur here 1 the pr ram 1 , 
through an inten ive te t. Thi t 
y tern' capacity and how v 
ar m rd rt dct rrninc th 
an hand! hu , am unt I data 
without affecting its ac ura and ffi i n 1 in p rf rrnan 
c) Erroneou Te t Data 
Testing with err n u t t data i a pr dur ' h reby the program goes 
thr u h an rr n u te t. rron ou test is a test where errors are keyed in 
tntenti nally. Thi re t i vital to determine how the program or system can 
hand! uch err r or incorrect data and from there, the reliability and the 





















When the system is fully tested for any errors and all of the objectives have 
been achieved, system evaluation is the next task to be performed. During the period 
of coding and implementation, various problems were encountered. Therefore, this 
chapter will highlight some of the problems faced throughout the project 
development and also the solutions that have been taken to solve those problems. 
Besides that, this chapter will also include the evaluation of the ystem to identify it 
strengths and limitations. As suggestion for further improvement of this ystem the 
Possibility to enhance the system also explored. 
8·2 Problems Encountered and Solution 
From the beginning of the pr j ct t wards th nd f th 
process, many problems were faced. Among the encount red pr lern 
prnent 
111 Hl1 
solved b . Y using certain olutions while som remain un Iv d r uld n d 
due lo a few factors such as hardware limitation , la k f r he 
follow· ing are some of the problems that ari e during the d v lopm nt pr 
a) Difficulty in Determining the Scope of the Sy tern 
During the initial state of the ystern development determining th cope of 
the system is the most. critical and difficult ta k a the author wa not familiar 
With the concept f field s .rv: e. A thi. inv Ive developing a filed ervice 
Ry t m, t build a full-fl id ''d . Y• t am i rn rely irnpo ible within the given 









to implement true workable field service system. Basic knowledge is needed 
as a foundation in building an application of this nature. 
Solution: 
A number of discussions were held with team member to outline the scope of 
the project during the initial stage of the project. Besides that, the author also 
seek advises from the thesis adviser, Mr. Basri in order to define the system 
requirements. Reviews also have been done on the various field ervice 
systems that are available on the Internet to gain a better under tanding of the 
concept of field service. 
b) Difficulty in Determining/ Choosing Development Tools 
Choosing suitable development tool is the m t important and riti al 
process in the oftware development cycle. There ar man ft\ arc t ls 
available in the market today. For example: A P.NET Ja a Vi ual 
VB.NET and etc. Further more, there ar al o many h i , f r th er 
software such as database. Unfortunately this wide range oft ol a ailabl 
had raised the problems on making the deci ion in ho in th m t uitablc 
tools for the system needs. 
Solution: 
In order t make sur that the uita I. ar cha en for thi y tern the 
needs f the ystern are defined. Th n r earch on the de elopment tools is 
arried out. This proce s i a compli heel y urfing the Internet and seeking 










c) Lack of Knowledge and Experience in Web Based Programming 
Lack of knowledge and experience has proved to be an obstacle at the 
beginning of system development. This is because the concepts of web 
programming and application are quite hard to understand, as it is different 
from the conventional programming concepts. The exposure of the new 
technologies such as Visual Studio.Net and Microsoft SQL Server 2000 as 
well as new programming languages like ASP.NET and ADO.NET has 
increased the learning curve before the author tart to develop the system. 
Solution: 
Surfing the Internet for information and advance learning n th c n ept f 
client-server and net programming which in Juded the perati n f w b 
server, were some of the approaches to over ome thi pr blern. In rd r t 
solve those ambiguities, the author had r f rred to vari u mat rials that ar 
relevant, besides seeking advice and guidance fr m ur mat and 
experienced seniors. 
d) Problems Related to Mail Server 
Due to the limited acces to the faculty mail er er we are unabl to nd 
mail through the mail erv r at fsklm.um.edu.my neither do w ha e a 
lo the Univer ity Malaya mail crvcr. Thi i f th major problem faced 
during system devel pment, as emailing i ne of the system requirements 











For a trial run of the system, we resort to the perdana mail smtp server at 
202.185.111.135 which we can only send mail to the perdana mail account 
holder. 
e) Problems Related to Layout Design 
ASP.NET is still a new programming language to the team in the initial pha e 
of development. We were facing dilemma to use a frame or to include ide 
bar from a different page. Frame will enable the ide bar to have it own 
events but affects the interface de ign. On the other hand by in luding 
another page as a side bar, we can't have it wn ev nt it au 
error when to run at server form pre ent in a page. 
Solution: 
After some research, we discover that by u ing u r ntr an eas ii 
solve the problem. User control can be included in 
same time have its own event . Thu , we can ha the ide bar ' ith ar h 
function, to pass ses ion value as well a provide link t th r pag . 
f) Difficulty in Understanding the Programming rror 
The error me. age gen rated by Mi r oft Debugger provided b i ual 
tudi .N .. T usually rnprised of error de and error me age which are 
sometimes vague and unclear of the cau e. nd r landing the error messages 









correcting and testing process until the program was free of bugs. This may 
due to the lack of experience in ASP.NET programming. 
Solution: 
In order to overcome this problem, discussion with team member and other 
course mates who also use the same technology was a great help. Besides 
that, many of the errors correction were done through trial and error 
approach. 
8.3 Evaluation by End User 
Due to the time constraint, a proper or formal nd user a es m nt cann l b 
conducted. Therefore, an informal approach was taken t I t the end u r t aluat 
the system. The system wa review am ng the author urs mat , t brain 
feedback regarding the system. Feedback received from the u r are cxarnin d and 
l11odifications of the system are carried out in order t i mpr 
functionality of the system. 
r nhan ' th' 
System Strengths 
Feedbacks from u er and te ting re ults have r veal d eral k 1 tr n th 
of PSS. The list below will explain and di cu s the tr ngth in detail : 
a) s· irnple and User Friendly Interface 
The interfa e f the syst rn is. imp! and ea. y t u e. The page i designed to 
suit a wide sp trum f 11, ir. Thu. th' I earning urve i f re een to be short 










useful web controls such as datagrid, checkbox and etc are used to make the 
interface simple and organized. Clear, precise instructions and guidance are 
also provided to guide the user. Most of the time users only need to select 
from the listed options, without the need to input value. These features make 
the user task much easier and at the same time, minimize the likelihood of 
typing error. Even if mistake is made, users can still easily aware of the 
mistake through the message prompted by the sy tern. Hence, user will find 
FSS easy to use and master. 
b) Different User Privilege 
This system can be accessed by five different type. f u er . Th ar 
customer, system administrator taff from ale and Mark tin t hni al 
manager and technician. Different level of u rs will et differ nt 1 w th 
system and users only can access to the page that they ha auth riz d t 
c) Security Features 
This system includes the security control which nly all w th auth riz d 
user access to the system. Since FSS is a pa word-protect d 
has a unique u er ID and pas word. Hence unauthoriz d u er ar prohibit d 
from a cessing the y tern. M re v r all the u er pa ord are encrypted 
bef re they are store into the databa e. Thu it increa ed the y tern ecurity. 
Besid s that, u ers are n t able t row e the page nee they have been 










of the details found in the page. 
d) Reliable System with Effective Error Handling 
To avoid the run-time error, the FSS is developed with error handling 
function, by which it is able to cater most of the possible errors encountered. 
Error message will be displayed when exceptions encountered. For 
example, if user clicks on the Go button with ut input any keyword in the 
search field, a message box will be prompted asking the u er to input 
keyword(s) for search. 
e) System Transparency 
System transparency refer to the ondition where th u. er d n t n 'Cd t 
know where the databa e resides, how th tru tur d, it databas 
management system and the underlying sy tern ar hit tur . .. r nl 
interacts with the upper layer of the ystern. 
t) Availability and Easy Accessibility 
The FSS is a web-based application and it can be ac ed a ii . Thi 
system is acce sible a long a the intended u er ha ac e to th Int rn t. 
g) Reasonable Response Time 
each page is d signed I e Ji htweight. The e pag s are loaded in a 










too Jong to view the page they required. This is accomplished by avoiding the 
use of heavy graphic. 
h) Web Enabled 
The system was based on the web technology. It was using the client server 
approach that allowed processing load to be shared between the client and the 
server, thus reducing the burden on the server and allow it to provide better 
service 
8.S System Constraints/Limitations 
As in other system, PSS has orne limitations and w akne: e which ar 
unavoidable, although every bit of effort and time has b n u d t ins urc that th' 
best system is developed. This may due to time con traint and 
lack of programming skills and experience. However the limitati n ha in no 
Way stopped FSS from achieving it objective . The c limitati n h uld be 
addressed in future development and enhancement . 
The following points illustrate the c n traint f 
a) Limited Capabilities of Search Function 
The search functions provided in U er Management and al Manas ment 
modules are not flexible enough in a sisting th u er on finding a particular 
record. Those funcii n, pr vide limited filtering apa ilitie with only basic 
filt 'ring rit •ria. • r · ampl ', the sear h functi n in the er Management 











b) No Reports are Generated for Management 
For Sales and Management Module, report generation is not provided. As a 
result, personnel from Sales and Marketing is not able to view report 
regarding the total number of customers based on their type, list of products 
purchased by a particular customer and etc. In other words, there is no 
summary information which can be used by Sales and Marketing to improve 
management function. 
c) Technician are Not Able to Request for Parts 
Currently, if a particular part is out of stock, techni ian ar unable t r qu t 
for it by using the FSS although they need it in their r pair w rk. 
allows technicians view all the parts details. Thi may l ad t 
as technicians have to check the part's availability from tirn tirn a th r 
is no way for them to know when the part will b repl ni hed. 
d) Online help Module is Not Provided 
Online help module is definitely the mo t de irable and ff cti f ature. 
H wever, it is n t irnplem rited in thi • y tern duet the time con traint. 
e) Lack of Ba .kup Feature 










the database where there will be no way to securely store important records in 
case of any disaster. Although SQL Server 2000 does provide backup 
capabilities, it would be too difficult and complicated for the end user to 
understand the steps involved in backup a database. 
8.6 Future Enhancement 
As discussed previously, the FSS has some limitations and weaknesses that 
need to be addressed in future enhancement. Listed below are some of the 
approaches that can be taken to enhance the system : 
a) Enhance the Search Function 
The functionality of the earch function in U r Managem nt and al 
Management modules , hould be enhanced to include m rep w rful f atur 
For example, additional search option can be provided that u er ill ha 
more alternatives in the searching proces . 
b) Report Generation for Sales Management Module 
Report generation should be added into the al Manag m nt m dul . h 
system should be able to generate variou report uch a r port on t tal 
amount of product sold within a month, numb r of u tamer cat goriz d b 
type and etc. This will help the ale and Mark ting taff in monitoring and 









c) Allows Request for Parts 
Parts Management in Sales Management module should be enhanced to 
include functionality whereby a technician can request for parts. System 
should be able to 'answer' the request from technician by notifying the 
technician when a particular part is available. This can be accomplished by 
including the email alert function in the Part Management module. 
d) Provide help Facility 
Help file can be provided for the user in order to guide them in u ing thi 
system. The user can browse to the help module and arch for the t pi they 
needed in order to get the help information. Thi i very imp riant e. p ially 
for novice users wh just start u ing the y tern 
e) Database Housekeeping and Backup Application 
FSS needs a backup and house keeping application to n ur that it databa 
is back up constantly to avoid any lo s of data. The hou e keeping f atur 
will delete absolute record and reclaim the mpty pace in th databa f r 
new records, making the databa e more efficient and well kept. 
8,7 Knowledge and Experience ained 
Kn wledge gained thr u zhout the d vel pm nt of undoubtedly 











a) Setting and Configuration 
During the development process of the system, the author has the 
opportunities to set up and configure the development tools. For instance, the 
author had learnt how to install and configure SQL Server 2000. Since the 
system is a web-based application, the author also learnt how to set up a web 
server using the US. During the setup and installation process, some problems 
occurred and the author has gained valuable experience in solving those 
problems. 
b) Learnt Additional Software Tools 
After finished developing the ystem the auth r ha learnt m r 
programming languages such as VB.N T, A P.N T and etc. AJth u .h th 
languages are not fully mastered by the author, this i a r at 'P ri '11 
learn those language . 
c) Improve Project and Time Management 
The author has learnt how to manage a project o that it an m t th d adlin 
without sacrificing the application functionality and qualit . Tim planning i 
important e pecially in allocating time for a project. A th tim gi n f r 
developing a system is quite sh rt, the auth rand team m mb r mu t plan the 
schedule properly so that it will be fini h d n time. A good touch of 











As conclusion, the FSS has achieved its objectives as a value added web- 
based field service system. FSS supports various types of users by providing specific 
functionalities for different level of users. Through the use of this system, field 
service operations can be carried out more effectively and efficiently. 
During the initial stage of the system development, a lot of work has been put 
Into the research of what functions that the FSS should have in order to fulfill the 
basic requirements of a field service system for any field service organization. More 
effort is even put in to make sure that the final ystem would be a reliable and 
efficient system. In order to achieve thi , te ting ha been 
ensure that the system is bug free. 
Throughout the development f the F a I t f kn \ I d ' ha, b n ain d. 
This include working with the proce se of ftwar de 'I pm 
designing the system using structured appr a h w rking v ith 
development tools and programming with Vi ual tudia.N 
As the final word, the Field Service Sy tern (FS ) pr j t i a r int r • ting 
r 
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Appendix A: Business Information Technology Organization Chart 










Organization Structure - Technical ervices 
PROJECT 




o To implement proje l initial d y Bu ine De 1 pment Division in timely 
mann r (IJ1cl quality servi · . 









o To provide in-house facilities to support company operations 
o To assist Business Development Division in related to pre & post sales 
function 
Roles and Responsibilities 
o Project Implementation Team 
Re ponsible for implementing proj ct. 
Responsible of acceptance test & project commis ioning 
Responsible of installing and te ting of the elution 
Re pon ible for support and maintenance ervice 
Re pon ible for pr - ale and p t- al 
benchmarkin 
upp rt ' hi h in Jude 
o MIS 









Appendix B: Interview 
Date: 26 June 2003 
Venue: Business Information Technology (M) Sdn.bhd 
Interviewers: Chuah Hui Koon and Khoo Chai Ee 
Interviewee: Mr Basri Mohd Ghazi (Technical Manager) 
Question 1: Is there any Field Service Management/IT support ervice ystem being 
used in your company currently? 
Answer: 
The company i curr ntly u ing a impl c mputeriz d field 
track of th cu tamer rvi r qu .1. ust rn 'rs 
through phone calls. BIT only pr vid aft r al 
purchase product fr m the ornpany. 
tern t keep 
Question 2: What is the functionalit f th urr nt fi Id ervi i s t sm? 
Answer: 
The current Field ervice t m ha b n u d for m nth . Th basic functionality 
of the current y tern i to record the ervice requ t information from the customers 
and the ervice ' olution by the technician or engineers. 
Question 3: an y u plea e de cri e the procedure involved for a field service/IT 










BIT does not have single point of contact/help desk to answer the service request 
from customers through phone calls. Any BIT's engineer or technician who is 
around the office will answer the call. The engineer or technician who received the 
call will try to solve the customer's problem over the phone. The service request 
information will be entered into the Field Service System. If the problem cannot be 
solved, a work order is created and appointment will be scheduled. The technical 
manager will assign the work order to technician who i around the office. The 
technician will have to update the customer about the ervice reque t tatu through 
Phone. Before a technician go for ite ervi e he will have to gather information 
about the cu tamer by he king thr u h pil f paper-ba ed ntru t. 
Be ides that, the technician will ha , t all ba k t th 
availability of part or ornp n nt . he t hni ian x ill em ir th' ir 's s Juli n 
nno the current sy t m when th y ar ba k at th 
to claim for allowan e by filling in th f rm. 
ian: ar all w id 
Question 4: How doe the te hni ian r p 
the technical manager? 
Answer: 
l'he techni ian will ubmit weekly report to the technical manager. The report 
d v rk rd r/ rvi r quc t to 
includes time taken t olve a problem replaced parts and resolutions to solve the 
Prob] m. act r, that h uld be considered for the technician's scheduling are: 









manager will assign pending/new work order to technician who is around the office, 
or the technical manager will inform the technician by phone calls. 
Question 5: Is there any computerized Inventory Management System being used in 
your company currently? Does it merge/interact with other system (Field Service 
System)? 
Answer: 
BIT keeps some parts or components in order to fulfill customer reque t as in the 
service contract. All the inventory detail are rec rd d by u ing Micro oft Excel 
currently. The technician will need to refer t thi file t che k for part availability. 
The sales and marketing d partrn nt i resp r management. 
Be ides that, the ale and mark ting d partrn nt i, al r 'Sp 11, ibl f r th 
contract management. Ther are tw t pc f ntra t: maint nunce ' utra t and 
Warranty service. Both ntra t ar pap r-ba d. 
Question 6: What are the re triction r n traint r ardinn th urr nt fi Id 
service sy tern? (If there an ) 
Answer: 
The re tri tion f the curr m y t m ar it on1 provides basic function and it does 
not integrate with the oth r y tern in the company such as the inventory 








Question 7: Does the technical department plan to enhance the existing Field 
Service System? If yes, what are the expected features and functionality that should 
be added? 
Answer: 
The technical department plan to enhance the current existing Field Service System 
as this system will become part of the company management system. The technical 
manager expect feature and functionality to be added into the sy tern which include 
parts inventory, technician availability movement kill level etc, preventive 
maintenance schedule (reminder for due maintenance) u tamer equipment Ii t and 
maintenance record , web upport page for u t mer (allow 
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The purpose of doing this user manual is to provide some helpful guideline to 
the FSS users so that they can make the fully use of this system. 
Field Service System is a web based system that focused on helping the field 
service organizations to effectively manage their customer service by facilitating the 
job scheduling among the field service worker , management of customer 
information and report generating. 
Two team members jointly develop this project. Thi user manual focu on 
the features developed by the author. User manual for the other 2 module which are 
Dispatch management module and Work ord r manag m nt m dule an be f und in 
the documentation of M huah Hui Koon (WEKOJ 0 0). 
This user manual r aniz d int 2 rnaj r S' ti ns. Th first .. ·ti 11 
Specifies the installation and configurati n pr 
While the second secti n ntain 
user manual focu e mainly n : 
t , tart us ' th s t rn. hi. 
a) ervice call manag m nt modul 
b) User management module - for t m admini trat r 
c) Sales management module - for ales and mark ting staff 
B for tarting the walkthrough u er wilJ receive the user id and password 









2.0 Getting Started 
2.1 Installing the database 
1) Stop the SQL Server Service Manager 
2) Copy and paste both the FSS2_log and FSS2 Data to C:\Program 
Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL\Data. 
3) Start the SQL Server Service Manager 
4) User ld=sa 
5) Passwordefieldservice 
2.2 Installing the application 
The pro es of in talling the pr je t ha tw part 
2.2.I Place the FieldServiceSystem folder 
The first part is to place the folder ontaining th 
on your system: 
C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Fi ldS r i S t m 
in th, ( II win I ati n 
2.2.2 renting a Virtual Directory 
I) tart lJ y pening the ontrol Panel double clicking the Administrative 
Tools icon and double clicking the Internet Ser ices Manager icon. This opens 
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Figure 2.1: Internet sen ices Manager dialog of Internet Information en ices 
2) In the Intern t ervi Mana er dial xpand th' 0 elault Web it dire t ry 
by clicking the+ t the left fit. Th Default Web it', u dire t ri s ar 
dir torie 
irtual 
3) We can create ur virtual dir n ht Ii Default W ib it l New and 
then Virtual Directory a n in ur _,2. 
6Cllon lr'.iew j 1 ... ... 
Tio<> f 
·- JW • mls·c<l!l113e0fb& 
t .. , o.fWt FTP Sile 
f- GmJ!ilCZir•*' 
· StrlQtt p&orf! 
llSAdmll Open 
''"" Pou .. 
I r:== 
vnu~ O.ed:at"I 
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Figure 2.2: steps to create virtual directory 
4) This starts the Virtual Directory creation Wizard (Figure 2.3). 
5) To begin, click Next in the Virtual Directory Creation Wizard welcome 
dialog. 
6) In the Virtual Directory Alias dialog (Figure 2.4) enter the name 
"FieldServiceSy tern for the virtual directory and click Next 
Directory Creation Wizard 
This wize1d will help you creete new virtual di1ecto1y on 
this web site. 
Click Next to continue. 
Nest> C ncel 








Virtual Directory Creation Wizar~ 
Virtual Directory Alias 
You must give the virtual directory a short name, or alias, for quick reference. 
Type the alias you want to use to gain access to this Web virtual directory. Use the 
same naming conventions that you would for naming a directory. 
Alias: 
j FieldS erviceS ystem 
---- 
<Back Next> Cancel 
Figure 2.4: Virtual Director) Alia dialog of Virtual Dir ·tor) r ation Wi ard 
7) In the Web Site onrent Dir ctory dial ure 2.5 , int .r th path f r th· 
directory containing the do ument that Ii nt ' ill i zv . 
button na igat the 
:\Inetpub\wwwr t\ i Id 










Virtual Directory creation" wizard 
Web Site Content Directory 
where is the content }'OU want to publish on the web site? 
"-··-··-·····---·-----·"-·-··--··-·---·-·--- 
Enter the path to the directory that contains the content. 
Directory: 
C: \I netpub\wwwroot\FieldS erviceS ystern Browse ... 
<Back Next> Cancel 
Figure 2.5: Web ite 011te11t Directory dialog if Virtual Dir itor 
Wizard 
8) Click Next in the Acee Penni ion dialo bo '. 
r iation 
9) Click Finish to complet the er ati n f th virtual dire t r and 'Xii th' Virtual 
Directory Creation Wizard. 
2.3 Running the application 
1) Open the Int rnet Explorer 
2) cnt r address into th following 
http://lo alh t/ Id ervice y tem/Secure/Login.aspx 









3.0 Login to the system 
1. To login to the system as different type of user, please use the following user ID 
and password: 
Type of User User ID Password 
1 Customer Warranty Service cocos c0005 
Maintenance Contract COOOl cOOOl 
2 System Administrator EmpOOOOl empOOOOl 
3 Sales and Marketing Emp00008 mp00008 
1;:jLooln -M1croimlt Internet I M11lnrrr · - :'.'I 
Fil~ Edit View Fe•ortos Tools Help 
-lw seek • S(i61 ch ..iJ f tYOI R 01 
Ad<Jress Iii http://locelhost/rl ldServi<eSystem,l5ecU1e/LOQ1n.espx 
3. Click Lo 
p Done 
ljl tnrlj J ::;Q "" ):• "J ,..,,~,.. vt'~l•tn·l1cl ... 11!:_)ll)Qln·Mlm»Dfllnter- 










2. Enter User ID and password in the appropriate field, as shown in Figure 3.1. 
3. Click 'Login'. If User ID or password is invalid, error message "Invalid user 
name or password" will be displayed. Otherwise, if login is successful, users will 
be directed to different module base on their type. 
Type of User Module 
1 Customer Service Call Management 
2 System Administrator User Management 
3 Sales and Marketing Sale Management 
4. For system admini trator if urrently there i a , y tern ad mini trat r wh ha 
login t the y tern ther adrninistrat r, ar n ta J> t a -o __ t th s stern. 









3.1 Service Call Management Module 
If a user login as a customer, the user will be directed to the Service Call 
Management Module as shown in Figure 3.2. The header and a set of toolbar buttons 
will be displayed on the top of every page in this module. Every button of the menu 
Will have its own page. Functions for each sub module will be explained in the 
following section. Customers can logout using the 'Logout link in this module. 
3.1.I Service Request 
If the 'Service Request' button i clicked cu t mer will be dir ct d to the 
Page as shown in Figure 3.2 
,::Ji SvcRr.quc~t • M1crotnlt lnlt•11wt I Kp1orer • 
rllo Cd~ Votw Fovoo~tt Tools l't(!lp 
J... !Rick • S•<1rch .!JF•\'Ol~es ~ .,j I [I• 
l\ddress Iii http:/ /loeolhost/FleldSer vleeSystem/Cllltomet /Svc.R~ ·•SP" 
I LD ... ERVIC :; 
~rder Statu• Del lls My Actount 
Customer ID : COOOI ~ I Corrc:>anY : MaJU Sot\. ehd. 
Product : l·S I cl Product· :::J Problem: .:.l 
iJ 
le•ol o( (rQenCY : lur9en1 :::J .::J 
s..wl Coned I 
fij 
lljl lb•tlll :.a •· ~ "'I ~•dlr1111nt·M •1>>1>1- ~F~Ylc~-11a ... j 
..:J ii l~~Loc~el-int-ren-et----' 










In the Service Request mam page, different type of customer will have 
different type of privilege. For customers with warranty service, they are able to 
place a service order, check for the order status and view their own details. 
Customers with maintenance contract also can check for the order status and view 
their own details, but they are not allowed to place a service order. 
3.1.I.1 Customer with Maintenance Contract 
1. In order place a service order, select a product number from the dropdown list. 
Only product which is still under warranty will be di played in the Ii t. 
2. Fill in the problem a sociated with the elected pr du t. 
3. Click the 'Submit butt n. A new crvice rder numb r will be n 'rat ed and 
displayed. Figure 3.3 how th pr dure f r pla in a s r ice rd r. 
~] \~) ,,.,., .. 
.J 
FUe Edit View Favor~es Tools Help 
.J..ieock • -+ r ('.f'l a} 1 ·'" See<ch (iJFe'°'w ~Meda ..JI • ...J ~ ..:J !:J "Yr 
Addiess ji'.j http://locolhost/FleldServkeSystem/Cust~/SVCRtQuut.•>P 
Service Request I Order Stntus I Dctnlls My Account 





Customer ID 1 cooos 
Piodutl : 




rnum~ 2. Fill in 
problems 
..:J 
i;.,,, - • -rr '~ locol'nlr~--- 
~11 :A ~ '>"" 1' j <N ldSorvit W. .. 1 a}lk"' Mooooel•l'W ... 11 ::.3Svcl'cQUc•t •- ~Q~ ~f>{ ... )'~,..~ 7ofilAM- 










4. If customers do not select any product or fill in the problem, error message will 
be displayed on the top of the page when they click the 'Submit' button. 
(Figure3.4) 
~~ .. 1132~am=l!m;!l!l!ll~~==:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::==-:=-::::==-~~~~~ ---- ::J Go j Lrn ,,\ •· . - ~ .. ~ ..... '-'Bock • ... • @' ~I '~Seo1ch liJFovorltes ~Medlo ~I 6· ~ ~ r- i£.l ~ Addr·ess l<i'.J http ://locolhost/FleldServlceSystem/Customer fSvcRequest. espx Filo Edit View Favorites Tools Help 
:- RT,,.0 $hRVICE SOL Tl NS 
Service Re que s t I Ord"r Statu• I Oetalls My Account 
- Tuesday, Febru ry 17, 2004 - Ll2n2!Jt - 
The Follow1no 6rt0" "~'a f0<.ind: 
• 1tp11:u:k1t:t I? rOl"llJltt:"rJ 
• '"Probl6mS IS I tQUll ~d 
Customer ID : 
• Product: 
COOOI ~· 
l·Salact Product· ::J · 
:J 
L vol ol Croency : I Urg nt ::J .:.J 
Figure 3.4.: Error Mes age in Sen ice R que t 
3.1.2 Order Status 
ustorner with warranty er i e are able t.o ch ck the order status for each 
service reques t whether it ha b n a ign d completed or unassigned. They can 
also view detail for te hnician ) who provides services. For customer with 
111aintenan e ntract th y can check the ervice date and time for preventive 
n1aint 'nan c, as w ·II a detail. f r technicians. 










page as shown in Figure 3.5 will be displayed. 
2. Select service order number from the dropdown list. Related information will be 
displayed based on the selected service order number. 
'Ji OtdetStatus • Mlcto•olt Internet EKplorcr 'iM, ' 
File Edit View Fevorltos Tools Help ::Z-S•:k-:--~ -~- ~Se•r;h - F::;;;-~Medie ~-6-- j~a·~ 
Address .@http://locelhost/FleldServlceSystem/Customer/OrderStatus.aspx 
.:m.d§J~ ---- • ?Go I tr-l<s ,;j 
Customer JO 1 cooos 
IT Solution 
Service Nor 
• lue d y, Febru ry 
2. Select service 
order number 
Please select service number In oed r to view tho status r 
Name/ Company : 
SO!vlc Odaf De\ 11$ 
Product: Canon 5200Sp ~ Level°' l.llQer\CY I 
t'ate Order Pi&ed : 2/8/201)1 Problem: 
Time Order Ploced : 6:07 PM 
Order St6 u I A«IQ!i 
Tochrict.'ln Detaf$ 
Service Date : 2/8/2001 S«Yiee T...,: 7:00PM 
Mi·. S..msuno Lee 
Mi·. Wano Lee Hom 
03-77811578 012·5843209 c~danll.um.adu.my 
03·77856 15 012·1168905 t~~d-"'-'.um· du my 
~Done ~" r.a .:(.I ~ "il _, _, _. IO:lOAM 
Figure 3.5.: Main Page of Order Sta tu 
3.1.3 Details 
Cu tomer with warranty ervi ar abl to iew th ir O\· n details and list of 
Product brought fr rn the ompany. For cu tomer with maintenance contract, they 
are ab] to view their wn detail contract details and list of products under contract. 











J FUe .. Edit View Favorites Tools Help 
I ~--~~~~--~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~-- 
!!~Bock • ..,. • · ['.2 -G'J I ~Search l!]Fovorltes ~M~ (31 !b· ~ ~ /B 8 ~ 
,;:; ~ ~t.t~: //lo~~lho~t'"FleldServlc.es.Y.st~m/Cu~tomer /CusDetalls. espx • 
My Account 
- Tuesday, February 17, 2004 - L.QgQill- 
Customer Details 
Customer JD : C0005 Company: IT Solution 
Contact Tltle : Ms. Zip: 11230 
Contact Nome : (MO Al LlnQ City: Old Town 
Phone: 05·5689131 State: Pe1is 
Fox: 05·568912 Country: Malaysia 
Email: cholee~perdono. um i:J Addless: 3f89B Taman Joye i:l .edu.my • 




Canon 52005px 10/01/2003 
IBM21"Colou1 Monl\01 10/01/2003 








~1 J rliJ ~ ~ » I 1A FleldScrvlceSyst. .. I ~user~· Ml ... 11 
I 'Local 1nt1anet 
il!({ii\{ rAiJ ~{} ... 10:10AM 
Figure 3.6: Main Pag of D itai! 
3.1,4 My Account 
Customers are allowed to change their pa ' ord up n th ir ne d . 
1. To change pa sword click the My Ac ount button fr m th t lbar. Th page 
a shown in Figure 3.7 will be di pla ed. 
2. nter the urrent pas w rd int th Old Pa ord field and the new password 
into the 'New Pa word' field. Then reenter the new password in the 'Confirm 
password' field. 
3. Ji k th· ' av 'butt n. , er will be directed t the gin page. 










the two new passwords are not matched, error message will be displayed when 
user click the 'Save' button as shown in Figure 3.8. 
CChang~Pwd ... Micrusofl: lnlernel fKplorcr '~ ~ 
FUe Edit View Fovorltes Tools Help 
~~;k. ~ :; ~ {(j hf~·l ·ii~~;~h GJF•V<>~es '81Me~ "I ~;ii·~-~ S. 
Addre.ss ~ http:/~ocelhost/FleldServlceSystem/Customer/CChonoePwd.ospx?ido/.ZO•COOOl 
Service Request I Order Status 
- Tuesd v, F bruary 17, 200<1 - LQgQY.1- 
Personal Details 
Address 351, Jelen Boru, Tamon Baru Company Moju Sdn. Bhd. 
01-6125691 Zip 11922 City BOY61'1 Lepes Phone 
Fox 01-6125696 
c~leotl>pe1 ceoe. UIY'l ..!;.] 
.edu.my iJ 






2. Fill in 
details 3. Click 'Save' 
------·-' 
li10on. 
J.!. t'!!!J I 1 M 
Figure 3.7: Main Page of My A count 
::::i 
Comp.ny 
P r onal Del ils 
AddrHS 351, )Men &..ru# lat'l'l6n IMifV 
2., I 190ll .. 0<·64251196 
choieeG>P••mona.um ..:..! 
.!>du.my ..:J 
.... .. s. ... 
-1 
I l 1><m• 
i~I~ 
e Loe.al lntrnt·•- 
' -.f .:')~~\. "i.J 9:11 AM 











3.2 User Management Module 
If a user login as a system administrator, the user will be directed to the User 
Management Module as shown in Figure 3.9. The header and a set of toolbar buttons 
Will be displayed on the top of every page in this module. Every button of the menu 
Will have its own page. Functions for each sub module will be explained in the 
following section. Administrators can logout using the 'Logout' link in this module. 
3.2.1 Employee Profile 
If the 'Employee Profile' button i clicked, y tern admini trator will be 
directed to the page as shown in Figure 3.9 
Filo Fdit View 
..:.,. Bock • -. Seorch · ~•VOttto• rjlModl 





.lohnl e 662356- I Z, lOIOOQ 8aru ~ MonQHee Mole OS-65<!3 20000 Boyon Boy, .. Penono 
TanSlt'Y< 90020&- I /A. )irlan Lema ~ Lino Mal 0&-~561 12(0) ota lama , ... .i.. tanslQ)yahoo .com r 
lick to add 
employee 
Click to delete 
employee 
10:41 AM 










3.2.1.1 View Employee Records 
1 To view employees according to their post, please select types of post from the 
dropdown list (Figure 3.9). 
2 To view the employees' records in ascending or descending order click on the 
field's name. Employees' records can be sorted by Employee ID or Name 
(Figure 3.9). 
3 To view the remaining record , click the 'Next' link at the bottom of the table 
(Figure3.9). 
3.2.1.2 Add New Employee 
1 To add a new employee lick the Add butt n. U r will b dire ted t the 'Add 
Empl yee' page a h wn in Fi ur . LO. 
2 Fill in the related fields e pt the mpl , , I aut 
generated by the ystern and it i n t editabl . 
3 Click the 'Save' button. U r will dir t d ba kt th mpl , , ' l r fil main 
page. The new employee record will be add d and di pla 1 din th 
4 1f required field are n t input wh n th butt n i rr r rn ag 
will be di played at the top f the pag . 










1~~-v;e_w_F•~,~es ·T-o~s--Help ------------ _ ---- 
:_::~ • .:+ • @.~ .¥li I_ ~:earth. (!!Fa._vo:_tes '~Media ~ !,iii2i· d rn IE} j 
Addres~ ~ http://l?colhost/.FleldServlceSystem/Admln/AddUser.ospx?x".'I • -;i>~ l tinks 1 
• "'N,ii,me l~ required 
• ](:number ht rl!jqu11 ud 
• Addi ec.~ Is rt',qult od 
• *'f.:m~n lit 1 ~q~i~1 ed 
• ..,Cit/ I~ reiqun ud 
• 1t1;7,lp I~ r t."IQUl1 ~tj 





o:J ..._JC No 1 
iJ • Emon: 
'Zip: 
o:J Country: Malaysia 
Mobile : 
o:J- 
Add New/Modify Employee 
.............. ., - ~~··-·-·- ··- . 
Employee IO : Lrnp()OOl'> 
.. Name: 
... Address i 
• City: 
State : I Johor 
Phone: 
3. Click 'Save' ~~ cent.i I 
..J Ii) Done 
~IJ tl:Q ~ ·\. IJ !)0ocum ... j 1'4Uu_Men ... l !JuwM ... ll Ao.tu •.•. el'.J1rt•1e ... j f)iittp:IJ ... j ..( .:)r!J•\.<..i) 7:03PM 
Figure 3.10: Add New Emplo ee 
3.2.1.3 Delete Employee 
1 To delete employee heck the r rd u in th 
or multiple record( ) at a tirn (Figur 
2 Click the 'Delete' button. A d I te confirrnati 
user click 'Ok' the ele t d re ord( ill b d I t d fr m th tabl 
3.2.I.4 Modify Employee Detail 
1 Tom dify empl yee d tail 
a) lick on th empl y e I . U er will be directed to the page as shown m 
i ure .12. 
) se the : .ar h Iuncti n a . h wn in igure 3.11. If earch function is used, 










keyword(s) for search. Finally, click the 'Go' button. User will be directed to 
the page as shown in Figure 3.12. 
--~lie Edit View Favorites Tools Help 
........... ~ .... ' --· .. - ..... -· . - . 
!lJFavorites ~Media ~ j ~· ..J ~ [!.:J 8 "V;f, 
• ,?Go ] LH<s » 
Employee Profll" I Customer Proflle I ~ty Account 
- Tu d v, F bru ry 17, 200'1 - 
Fiiter By : I Sales 8. M rk ling :::J Se rch By: 
Name 
John Lee 662356· 12, Lorono Boru ~ Meno H e Malo 05-6523 20000 Bayen ay , .. jOl\nC)y . OM enano 
Tan Slew 800ZOS· 1/A, .laibnLlll!le OS· ~ Lino M lo "El·~ 1 12000 Kola Lama , 78M321 l ns~ahoo.tOM Perak 
la. Click to 
view details _J 
'le t fi Id 
to ar h 
'------,,...--..,....-','i'f.J.Loo:tli I l 
~IJ (ti It: 1$ ~ "II 1,.,Fleld rvlc Syst ... I ruuser~·,...···ll~u erProrne-M •• ~ -.:f '® 16( ... ))'i~ 101~ AM 
Dono 
Figure 3.11: Search for Employ D tail 
2 To modify employe d tail M dif butt n igur .12 . 
3 hange the value f r the d ir d fi Id( ). 
4 lick the 'Save' button. U er will be directed back to the Employee Profile 
main page (Figure3.11). 
s If rcquir d field. ar n t input when the a e button is clicked, error message 










File Edit View Favorites Tools Help ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-~ea._:~• -+ • ~ [1iJ ~I ~:~."~c~ (fil~avorltes ~Media ~ i ~· d ~ {§) iEJ ~ 
"~ddri:.ss . ~ h~t~,'lllo~.alhost/Fi~Home jiceSystem/Admin/AddUser .aspx7EmpID".'Emp00008 
Add New/Modify Employee 
Employee ID : Eni1A.1(1QU:':l Post: I S;;il•3S & f>i,,r~ etmg ::J 
Neme: John L~~ MenQ Hee Initial: LMH 
Gender: t·161•.• JC No: ,..,.&:.!:Sf ... (;':)..~.~~: 
Address: 
ti.', L.r.;1r,,nr1l b~r1.1 i1 Email: lvt· ,1i}."l" hvo.t:om i1 
City: bo!S'"'°"n P,'1~ .. Zip: :'0000 
State: lren ng :::I Country: WI 
Phone: Mobile: 
- - Click to back to 
2. Click Modify Back Employee Profile 
'Modify' page 
Figure 3.12: Modify Employee Detail 
3.2.2 ustomer Profile 
If the ' u tamer Pr fil butt n cli k d, s , t irn adrnini: trat r will 
direct d t the page a wn in igur .1 . ml ha, the ri ht 
to view the custom rd tail m difi ati n is n t all v .d, 
3.2.2.l View u tomer Record 
By default all the u tom r r ord (both maintenance contract and warranty 
s rvice) will be di pla ed when u r fir tenter the Customer Profile main page. 
T view cu tamer according to their type, please select types from the 
dr pd wn Ji t ·igure 3.13). 
2 vi 'W the ust rners records in a cending or descending order, click on the 









Name/Company and Contact Person (Figure 3.13). 
f:lcusProfllc .. Mlcrosoll: lnletnel tHplorer~" 
Plle Edit View F.avorltes Tools Help 
..;....eack • ""' , ' ~ al J •t;\Search G.JFavorltes '~Media ~ J ~- .J ~ [:] JJ ~ 
Addre.s~ l1i} htt~:{/localho.st/f'.eldServkeSystem/Admln/CusProfile.aspx 
2. Click 
to sort o:J 
E .. ~ :COOOl 
I 
- Tuesday, February 17, 2004 - LJml:l.1.11- 
By: ··All·· S arch By: jcustomer 10 
JtdfU.U.1$11• 
[_Nam /Company 
Moju Sein, Bhd. Mr. Mohd. Ulri 
Softw 1 e Center Mis. Tan Suu lie~ 
oe- ,. ............................... .__ .. ·- _,..., -·· I ..:J 
I r l ..i kil••" 1 




9 H_G•, iolonQ 
Mt. le Lema 92 New 
k SonQ 1 QW(I , NeQe• I ~ 
3, Jal.,, .. u, 
Ms. Um Te""'n yo ••561 Oe· 
Figure 3.13: Main Pag of 11 tom r Profit • 
a) Click on the cu tom r I . U er will b dire t ed t th in 
Figure .14. 
b) Use the earch fun tion a hown in Figur .1 . If arch function is used, 
elect the field to arch for ither by Cu tomer ID or Name I Company. 
Then enter keyword(s) for search. Finally click the 'Go' button. User will 
dir cted t the page a hown in Figure3.14. 
If us r Ii ks the o' button without enter any keyword, a message box 
whi h a, kin the user t input value will be prompted (Figure 3.11). 











File Edit View F11vorites Tools Help ~- - -- ~-~I (Asearch fijF11vorites ~Media ~I~-= bl~ ~ ,I· 
Customer Details 
Customer ID : COOOI Comp!!ny: Maju Sdn. Bhd. 
Contact Title : Mr. Zip: 11922 
contect N11me : Mohd. Juklfrl City: Bl!yan tepes 
Phone: 04·6425894 St11te: Johor 
Fax: 04·6425896 Country: Mal11ysll! 
Em11ll: chalee~perdana .um~ Addr~s: 
354, Jalan Bl!ru, 
~ .edu.my • Teman seru 
B!ICk 
ustomer 
Profile pa e 
Figure .14: Vieu 
3.2.3 My Account 
Sy tern admini trat r ar all d t han th ir passw rd up nth ir nc 'd . 
1. To change pa w rd Ji k th M unt butt n fr m th t lbar. A pag 
similar to Figure .7 will b di pla d. 
2. Enter the current pa word into the Old Pa word field and the new password 
into the 'New Pas word field. Then reenter the new password in the 'Confirm 
pa ssw rd field. 










3.3 Sales Management Module 
If a user login as Sales and Marketing staff, the user will be directed to the 
Sales Management Module as shown in Figure 3.15. The header and a set of toolbar 
buttons will be displayed on the top of every page in this module. Every button of the 
menu will have its own page. Functions for each sub module will be explained in the 
following section. Sales and Marketing staff can logout using the 'Logout' link in 
this module 
3.3.1 Customer Profile 
If the 'Customer Profile' button i Ii ked al and Mark tin taff will b 
directed to the page a shown in Figure 3.15 
In the ustorner Pr file main pa al and Mark tin staff an I \ list r 
customer records ba ed on their typ . Vari u 
delete are provided in thi page. 
ar h add and 
3.3.1.1 View Customer Record 
1 By default, all th r rd (both maint nan ntra t and warranty 
service) will be di play d when u er fir t nt r th u tamer Profile main page. 
To view cu tomer according to their typ please select types from the 
dropdown list (Figure 3.15). 
2 T vi w the u tom r ' record in a cending or descending order, click on the 
fi 'ld'. nam . can be orted by Customer ID, Name/Company 
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customer's type 
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nan 
1, lorOnQ 
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Figure Ll St Main Pa eof 11 tom rProfil 
3 To view the remaining re rd li k th 'Next link at th' b tt m I th tab!' 
(Figure3.16). 
4 To view detail m r 
a) lick on the u tom r ID. U r ' ill b dir t d to the page as shown in 
Fi ure .17. 
b) U e the ear h function a hown in Figure3.16. If search function is used, 
elect the field t earch for, either by Customer ID or Name I Company. 
Th ·11 nter k yword s or earch. inally, click the 'Go' button. User will 










If user clicks the 'Go' button without enter any keyword, a message box 
which asking the user to input value will be prompted. 
If there is no record found, an error message "No Record is Found" will be 
displayed. 
'i Display· Mlcro~on lnte1 net CKriloret v, • ''t''-~ dfil~ 
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:::J FU\er By: J .. All·· 
Mr. Mohd. 35~, Jelan Bll<u, O<I· 01· r ~ Melu Sdn. Shd. Jul<Jfrl Teman Baru 11900 6~25891 6125896 8 yen L pas , Petls 
67,Lcni<ok.leye 
Mrs. Tlll'I 11800 Bendat OS- r Suu Liew utem, N gerl 5561331 
Sembll n 
9 H.G1, looonQ 
tee lemo 589 New 
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Figure 3.16: Vieu Cu tonier D tails 
3.3.1.2 Modify u torner Detail 
1 Tom dify u tomer detail , click the 'Modify' button. 
2 han 'the value f r the de ired field 










4 If required fields are not input when the 'Save' button is clicked, error message 
will be displayed at the top of the page. 
5 To view contract details, click the 'Contract details' link. User will be directed to 
Contract Details page as shown in Figure 3.18. 
6 Click the 'Back' button to back to the Customer Profile main page. 
.:lB.1~2!.J 
File Edit View Fovor~es Tools Help Ill 
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Customer Detais 
Customer IO ' u~)l'11 CO~'Y' "' " \.[/ 
Contoct Title : ZIP: II 
Cont tName: t ~-1 \il;t I C~y 1 d 
Phone' ~ I"~ .. f'. • St.tt l I ' 
Fox: ;~ Count1y: 
EmoU: Adch ti 
Typo 1 l :::J 
Product ~t.ils I 01m MH:ffl . 
POOOI Ultrol60 BCSI 1 
P0002 IBM 20/~0GB 0 
I 
6. Click to back to 
ustorn r Profile 
main page 
or d~l re modify 
cu tom ·r 
Back 
[i} Done 
~Startl/j rsQ ~ Y,'I "j _, 
l oll1!1111"'l 
~ -!i. ,~ih~{ r~~-to 11:39AM 
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Contract Detaffs 
Contract No Ct1'0001 Controct Period 
Start Date 1/212001 Service Date 712/2001 ::!'.1 
End Oate 11212006 Amount (RM) 5000 
r ln<Ktlvo 
r P0001 Ultra160 SCSI Adaptor 1210112002 1 12!0112003 20 
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Figure 3.18: ontract Details 
3.3.1.3 Add Product 
1 To add a new product click th Add butt n. A f rm will be di. pla 1 d b J ,.., 
the 'Product Detail ' tabl a n in Figur .20. 
2 Fill in all field(s) ex ept the Product N . Thi pr du t numb r 1 aut d 
by the y tern each time a n ' produ I i d 
3 lick the Save button. The new produ t ' ill add d and it ' ill appear in the 
'Product etail table. 
4 1f field whi h are mandat ry are not input when the Save' button is clicked, 
err r me sage will e di played at the top of the page. 









3.3.1.4 Modify Product 
1 To modify product, click on a particular record in the 'Product details' Table. 
The selected record will be highlighted. 
2 Click the 'Modify' button. A form with all the details for the selected product 
will be displayed below the 'Product Details' table as shown in Figure 3.21. 
3 Change the value for the desired field(s ). 
4 Click the 'Save' button. 'Product Details' table will show the updated product 
information. 
5 If fields which are mandatory are not input when the ' ave button i clicked 
error message will be di played at the t p f th pag . 
6 Click the 'Back' button to ba k to the u t mer Pr file main pag . 
3.3.1.5 Delete Product 
1 To delete product cli k n a parti ular r rd in th Pr du t 'taiL' Tat I'. h · 
selected record will b highlight d. 
2 Click the 'Delete button. The Ject d pr du t ill b d 'I t id fr m th' Pr du t 
Detail ' table. 
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..;.. Back • "' • @! GI I •t\search (i]Fovorles Med"io ~ l '.D· J ~ "" t] ~ 
Address (tJ http://locolhost/FieldServlceSystem/S•les_Mo1ketinQ/CusDetol1s.aspx?Cus_ID-COOOI 
Click to add 
···"··-··-··--·----·-----_':'.Cus~tome:.:'.'...:' De~ta:l~s _:::crot=roc~t De!~ol:"ls, 
Company: Customer ID : 
Contact Title 1 Mt. 119Z~ 
Cly: ContMt Nome : 
State: Phone: 
Country: Fax: 
EmoM: Click to select Click to modify 
product Type: 
fiiiii& . !~ 12/01/2003 20 
12/0 I /2003 30 
POOOI 
P0002 
Ultral60 OCSI Adepter 
IBM 20/10GB 005·3 Interr>ol Tape Drive 
(OAT) 
lick to delete 
.:.J 
11:11 AM 
Figure .19: Product D tails 
Product No: 
Quantity: 
Install Date : 
Warranty Period : 
Save Cencel 
Add/ Modify Product 
I L'tJ-10 Desrlptlon : 
.d 
3 ..:J 




Wtirranty P ·iltid: 
12/1/2002 
20 
Add I Mcrlfy Prcd.tct 
Desription : 
ral60 6CSI Adapter 










3.3.1.6 Add New Customer 
1 To add a new customer, click the 'Add' button. User will be directed to the 'Add 
Customer' page as shown in Figure 3.23. 
2 Fill in the related fields except the 'Customer ID'. Customer ID is auto generated 
by the system and it is not editable. 
3 Click the 'Save' button. User will be directed back to the Customer Profile main 
page. The new customer record will be added and di played in the table. 
4 If fields which are mandatory are not input when the 'Save button is clicked 
error message will be displayed at the top of the page. 
3.3.1.7 Delete Customer· 
1 To delete cu. torner, check the r rd u: in th 
or multiple record(s) at a time. 
sin I' 
2 Click the 'Delete' button. A de! pr mpt id. If 
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Address , 
Search By : I Customer ID :::) Filter By: I·· All·· 
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Country Malaysia 
~ Address iJ 
I maintenance contract ::J 
Save Cancel 
Figure 3.2 . Add ew u tomer 
Customer ID : 
Contact Title : 














3.3.2 Contract Management 
If the 'Contract Management' button is clicked, Sales and Marketing staff 
will be directed to the page as shown in Figure 3.24 
In the Contract Management main page, Sale and Marketing staff can view 
list of contracts. Various functions such as search, add and delete are provided in this 
page. 
3.3.2.1 View Contracts 
1 To view contracts in ascending or de cending order click on the field' name. 
Contract can be sorted by Contract No, Period tart Date nd ate and ervice 
Date (Figure 3.24). 
2 To view the remaining re rd , Ii k the N t link at th b ti m f th ta I 
(Figure 3.24 ). 
3 To view details for a parti ular ntra t, 
c) Click on the ontra t N. U r v ill b dire I'd t th' pa 'a 
Figure 3.25. 
d) Use the earch fun tion a izur . 4. lf ar h fun ti n i u ed 
select the field to earch for ith r by ontra t N u tomer ID and 
Name/Company. Then nter ke word( ) for earch. Finally, click the 'Go' 
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Figure 3.24: Main Page of ontract Manag 111 111 
FM~ fdit View Pev0rllet Tools He_, 
Contract Details 
Contr•ct No 01'0002 Contr..:tPenod 
Start 06te 6/9/2003 Service Date 2191- ::::1 
Cnd Date 6/9/2005 AmOl.rt (l\M) eooo 
r1 
r P0003 DolPC 07/0l/Z002 I 07/0l/::oo35 
r P0001 16Mln<e .... at""'M 07/011= I 07/0l/:oo3 so Pio30 
r POOO!I IArtl 60 OC.SI A<io!X~ 07/0l/Z002 I 07/0l /2003 :?S 
Modlv I ~ 
Click to back to 
Contract Management 
main page 
Click to modify 
contract 
11151 AM u..,,.....,.. ...... 










Contract2 - Mltro•ofl Internet f.>q>lorer \L'!W;,"'11 ..:'.QJ..:MJB 
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' iJ ?Go ''""' "! 
Fiie Edit View Fovorltes Tools Help 
<J.. Bock • -+ • ~ ~T ;~~~~;~h !1:J FoYOfRos '@Media &T ~~~ ;:J f'B& l.~.f fl ~ 
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Figure 3.26: Mod1h outra ·t 
3.3.2.2 Modify ontract 
1 To modify contract click th M dif butt n Figur .2 ). he page a 
in Figure 3.26 will be di play d. 
2 hange the valu f r th d ir d fi Id( ) for ontra t tail . 
3 To attach product t th ontract click the Attach Product button. Select 
product to be atta hed from the dropdown Ii t and fill in the service description. 
lick the ' ave' button. The newly attached product will be added and 









Ultra 160 SCSI Adapter 
IBM 20/40GB DOS-3 Internal 12/0lfZ002 l Tape Dnve(DAT) 
Do something r POOOl 
r P0002 12/01 /2003 30 Do something 
At.l .'Kh Product Deattach Product 
Please Select One Product : Please Enter Service Description Here : 
---.- ... - ... - .. -------·-- .. -----------------------------' 
Save I Cancel I 
OR 
To deauach product from the c ntract lick the D attach Pr du t' butt n. 
product(s) will be removed fr m the 'Pr du t(, nd r ntra t' tab! . 
Product(s) Under Contract 
r POOOl 
r P0002 
Ultra160 SCSI Ad pt r 
IBM 20/40GB DOS-3 Internal 12/0lf2002 l Tape Drlve(DAT) 12/0 l /2003 30 Do something 
Attach Product Deattach Product 
Save Cancel I 
4 If required field ar not input wh n th butt n 1 rror me age 
will be displayed at th top of the pan 










3.3.2.3 Add New Contract 
1 To add a new contract, click the 'Add' button. User will be directed to the 'Add 
Contract' page as shown in Figure 3.27. 
2 Fill in the related fields except the 'Contract No'. Contract number is auto 
generated by the system and it is not editable. 
3 Click the 'Save' button. User will be directed back to the Contract Management 
main page. The new contract will be added and di played in the table. 
4 If required fields are not input when the 'Save' button is clicked error message 
will be displayed at the top of the page. 
The following err ors were found: 
Add New Con tr act 
Contract No : I.. 1(1012 
Customer ID : I C0005 i] 
"Period : 
'4-Start Date : ~ 
Amount (RM) : 
Save Cancel 










3.3.3 Parts Management 
If the 'Parts Management' button is clicked, Sales and Marketing staff will be 
directed to the page as shown in Figure 3.28 
In the Parts Management main page, Sale and Marketing staff can view list of 
parts. Various functions such as search, add and delete are provided in this page. 
Generally, the procedures involved in performing those functions are the same as in 
the Customer Profile and Contract Management module. 
'!iDlsplayParts -Microsoft lnlern"t EKplorrr ;:·,, 
File Edit View Fo\/Ol'ltes Tools Help 
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3.3.4 My Account 
Sales and Marketing staff are allowed to change the password upon their 
needs. 
1. To change password, click the 'My Account' button from the toolbar. A page 
similar to Figure 3.7 will be displayed. 
2. Enter the current pa sword into the 'Old Pa sword field and the new pa word 
into the 'New Password' field. Then reenter the new pa word in the 'Confirm 
password' field. 
3. Click the 'Save' button. U er will be directed I the L 111 pa e. 
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